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Jmony among those who favor the ini-- ! states nas prospered; it wouiu not
COLLEGE MAN SAYS
tiative and referendum, he said.
be a proper and effective form of gov- ROOSEVELT IS FUNNY.
Charles A. Spiess moved that the eminent in this great nation. True
committee rise, as the members of conditions have changed since the
Utica, N. V., Oct. 27 President W.
the minority lacked the rugged constitution of the United States was
W. Strykes of Hamilton college, a lifecontitutioa to continue without recess. Jp.dopted, but the theory of this gov'long Republican and supporter of Vice-- !
The committee reported progress ernment hs..i not, that there should be
President Sherman, who, as a trustee
to the convention which took a recess three
departments of government,
of
Hamilton college, recently announc-- i
m.
until
1:30 p.
the legislative and the
ed himself for DSx, the Democratic1'
jtlie execuu-aMinority Given All the Time
Is On Between Phila.
Afternoon Session.
I
For
;
reason
am
that
a pall-judicial.
candidate for governor and devotf d Scrap
It Wants for Its
This is the way the first section of bearer but not a mourner at this
of
all
nn
address last night to
nearly
delphia and Cincinnati
the Article on Legislative Department funeral.
Talk Fest
ridicule of Colonel Roosevelt. Presiof the Constitution will read after
We are urt here lor the purpose of
League Clubs
dent Stryker said:
the convention gts through with it establishing daily, ordiuary law, but
"I resent Roosevelt as a national or
tonight:
under the constitv "on of the United
MAJORITY LIKE STONE
state issue. I have Jiad enough of OVER
OF PLAYERS
Legislative Department. States, to enact aundamental law to
him. In New York he is one thing j
Section 1. The legislative power protect the rights "of the people, which
In
and
Kansas
In
Massaanother.
shall be vested in a Senate and House the courts can use as a yardstick to
Today Are Buried Fond Hopes of
chusetts he embraces Lodge; in Imli- - Connie Mack Takes
to be elected by determine whether acts of future
.
Representatives,
a Brid
leg
ana he puts his arms around Bever-idge- .
of Socialists to Rule New
the people, which shall be designated islature are constitutional or not."
Will Go to
and
In
New
York
he
talks
Mexico.
the Legislature of the State of New
against
He then entered upon a brilliant
bosses and in Cincinnati
he kisses
Europe.
Mexico, and shall hold its sessions at oration upon the results achieved in
them.
When the convention convened this the seat of government.
such abundant measure under the
V-".K
.
''"1
V4
"One of the most curious things is,
Oct.
Philadelphia.
The people reserve the power to form of
forenoon the political atmosphere still
representative government esue uuks uui reauze cow runny tie uouin playing
mui
annul
and
any tablished by the fathers. He quoted
of the Phila- manager
s disapprove, suspend
seemed murky after yesterday
is. i ut re may no one who thinks he phi;: Nationa!
law at any session of the legislature, Jefferson and other Democratic leadLeague Club Informed
epoch-makinnoma
caucus of the except laws providing for the
a
he
but
few
of
us' the Associated Pi
good Diaz,
-i
preser- ers In its praise.
thi s morning
would make good Mexicans. He has i
Republican majority and President vation of the public peace, health or "I am in thorough accord with the
wouW today selltl n's formal
been
or
of
for
of
interest
preaching
the
disparagement
six
safety
to
had
times
payment
Charles A. Spiess
tap
report of the majority as this is not
as manager to President
supreme court, the final bulwark
with his gavel before the audience principal of the public debt, for the the time to incorporate the initiative
0fjj th,g"aUon
our liberty.
Fogel. because of the latter's action in
current expenses of the .government, in the fundamental
law. There is no
anie to order.
"But it is not a deep disease from blocking the deal
or for the maintenance of the public
by which the local
HON. J. FRANK ROMERO.
in anticipation of stirring debate, schools or state Institutions, or local doubt, that corporations and special
which we have been suffering; it Is team and the
From
Cincinnati team were ,
MerSocorro
have
at
times
a
Who
Delegate
and
is
Successful
interests,
dominated
Magdalena,
legCounty,
the auditorium and gallery were or special laws, such power to be ex- islatures and
only a rash. Our complexion Is clear
chant,. Progressive Yet Conservative.
for that reason I favexchange four players.
Dooine last
ing. We are on the road to recovery.
crowded. There was apparent a tense ercised in the manner following:
or some form of referendum, such
week signed an
.
"On
Hio
rtf
tiit.w
with Clark- agreement
it
the
with
the
Upon
filing
secretary
as
well
as Is provided for In the majority refeeling among delegates as
of
of
state
not
less
watchman
on
than
months
four
which
Cind"natl,
tower
the
by
Pitch- will call out,
Hon. J. Frank Romero,
spectators. It soon became evident
delegate of J. Placido Romero. He was eduport; that's why I favor a
ers UfQuillen and Moren,
The
wind
has
gone
all
is
in
that the Democrats were playing for prior to any general election, of a pe- which with the supreme corporation
cated
in
Michael's
St.
down;
this
from
Center
College
Magdalena, Socorro county, is
court will
or petitions, signed by not less
wel1'"'
Fielder nates and Third Baseman
time, although it had been 'tacitly tition
have supervision of the corporations. a successful merchant, sheep raiser city and is a warm friend of Santa
ten
of
than
cent
the
quali(10)
per
the
time
for
the
Fe.
discussing
Grant
of Philadelphia were
agreed that
acts
The
of
the
s
legislature are to be and a man with progressive yet congiven to
Mr. Romero is a leader In his coun- GIRL STUDENTS JOIN
initiative would be extended from fied electors of at least
iiu
v
in the hands of the people as servative ideas. He
placed
for Pitchers
In
of
the
counties
and
the
r"Klnna,i
was born in
aggregate
con'ange
won
and
BOYS
has
and
three to five hours.
the
IN
ty
respect
STRIKE
the final arbiters to decide whether
n and Recbe' Center
Valencia county, and is the son fidence of his constituents.
fielder Pak-b- y
Boulder, Colo., Oct.
After the convention was called tt by not less than ten per cent of the such
acts shall be placed on the statof qualified
total
number
electors
aml Third Baseman I.obert.
ert'
300
about
Hartman
women
pronounJulius
Rev.
students
and
order,
"The
ute
books."
He referred to tne clause
of the state, as shown by the total
ced the invocation.
practically every man in the institu-- ! deal s off," said President Fozel tn- which
will
votes
of
to
the
cast
number
last
and
at
prepunish
-other
bribery
Martinea
of
,
u.u uui taive vnvi in tue tirstiaay, and it is enUe t
Malaquias
Upon motion
un ...4
" w
UIIMl
the reading of the minutes was dis ceding general election, disapproving provisions which place the people in
uemonstration, the student body of
II
a bautitactory trade."
LAND
AND
exabove
other
than
those
and
deserve
from them the
power
any law,
the University of Colorado, which has
President
pensed with.
cepted, passed at the last preceding encomium:
been striking because of the suspen- Fogel today wired President HerrProhibition Files.
" 'Well done, good and faithful servof the legislature, the quession of seventeen members decided to mann of the Cincinnati Club
George "W. Prichard for the commit- session
warning
FiEGORDS
GO remain out at least one more day. A Cincinnati not to negotiate with
tee on education presented a special tion of the approval or rejection, of ants.' Despite the accusations and
the
such
be submitted to vote at the agitation of the
three-hou- r
conference between the Philadelphia players.
minority, the peoreport asking that Files Nos. 104 and sueh law shall
President Herrgeneral election; and if a majori- ple will rise in their might to vote for
faculty committee and a committee mann
116, relating to separate submission
wired at once holding that the
from the students, failed to end in an
of a statewide prohibition clause, be ty of the legal votes cast thereon at the adoption of the constitution. The Landed in Wilds
of
Val
Mesilla
in
such
not
election
and
less
than
Quebec
to
be
forty
desigIncorporated
a
women
committee
agreement.
The
referred to
agreement is bind.'ne
of the uniminority, true to the fable of the
held a mass meeting at noon!11 seems certain that the case is
But Aeronauts Are Hale
nated "The Committee on Liquor per cent of the total number of legal nature fakirs, are merely shedding
versity
With
ley
Capitalization
at which It was voted not to strike by lined to result, in an
Traffic and Prohibition," the commit- votes cast at such general election crocodile tears over the corpse of the
anneal tn ,h
and Hearty
of $25,000
a bollot of 164 to 182. At a later meet
tee to be suggested by the committee be cast for the rejection of such law, adoptive child."
National Commission and one of
it shall be considered annulled; otherthe
of
the
on committees.
entire
ing
howstudent
body,
bitterest controversies of organize-Fall's
Applause followed Delegate
!
wise it shall remain in force, unless
ever, they voted almost unanimously baseball for some
The Fun Begins.
peroration.
years.
ITALIAN
MUTCH
IS KILLED BOND INCREASED TO $10,090 with the men, to remain away from
H. O. Bursum moved that the con- subsequently repealed by the legislaConnie Mack Takes a Bride
Fergusson's Address.
classes tomorrow in the hope of bringvention go into committee of the ture.
H. B. Fedgusson moved that the
,I"delt,hia- - Oct. 27. -C- ornelius
If such petition, or petitions, be
whole to take up the report of the
ing about a settlement.
McGillIcudy, better known to the
minorty report be adopted in
Is
Welcome
The
Planned
Committee on Legislative Depart- signed by not less than twenty-fivstudents
at Litigation That Involves the Sale
struck because the legion of baseball
Rousing
as Connie
He fol(25) per cent of the qualified electors place of the majority report.
ment.
faculty objected to the Freshmen be Mack, was married fans,
New York for Post and
of
and
the
s
lowed
an
dethis morning to
with
which
4,700
Sheep
counaddress
at
he
of
of
in
least
the
the
that
moved
G. A. Richardson
marched
about
without
ing
clothes
by
Miss
4
Katherine Hallohan of this
Hawlev.
not less than 25 per cent of fended the Initiative.
Wool Clip.
upper classmen In the dormitory.
regular order, the report of the Com- ties, and
city.
Following the ceremony,
He spoke of the wrongs inflicted on
the
mittee on Bills of Rights be taken up the total number of legal votes cast
couide left for New York, whence
at such general election of the state, the territory by the base misuse of Chicoutiml, Quebec, Oct. 27. Allan
MARRIED
IN
for consideration.
LAS VEGAS
Governor Mills today appointed H.
on
sail
they
November
3d for a tour
The convention voted to take up as shown by the total number of the representative form of govern- Hawley and Augustus Post, who made Le Roy Hall of Chama, Rio Arriba
DIVORCED AT DENVER. of Europe.
a new balloon record by traveling 1355 county, a notary public.
the legislative report and H. O. Bur-su- votes cast at the last preceding gen- ment. He said:
C.
Howard
Stanfield, a former Las
What is the reason for the uni- miles from St. Louis, starting in the
was called to the chair and pre- eral election, and be filed with the
Incorporation.
Vegas man, who took unto himself THIS CLOCK HAS GIVEN
sided with dignity and firmness. Gov- secretary of state within ninety (90) versal movement for relief against International race, reached ,h,ere at 10
OVER FOUR BILLION TICKS.,
papers were filed to a bride in Las Vegas five years ago,
- tue
days after the adjournment of
the prostitution of the great' office f o'clock last night, after turee days dayIncorporation
"
ernor.; Mills sat to his right - and ex session
in the" office of Territorial Secre wanted a divorce.
acHe,
"of the legislature at which
brought
Governor Curry to his Ieftlegislators for the people to the serv- and nights si ent fighting their way tary Nathan Jaffa by the Mesilla Val- tion in the
county court at Denver Was Made in 1776, First Clock in Ne-,T. H. Crist called for the'reading In such law disapproved by said petition ice of
special interests? It is not the through the pathless forests of north- ley Land and Mortgage Company of some time
Jersey and is Owned by N, H.
was
and this week the
the
thereof
ago,
operation
passed,
detail of the reports on Legislative
desire to abrogate representative gov- ern Quebeck.a long canoe journey and Las Cruces, Dona Ana county. The! much wanted
shall be thereupon suspended, and the
Thorp of Palmer.
divorce was eranted
Department.
ernment.
The
majority of the commit- a drive of forty miles from St. Am- capitalization is ?25,000 divided Into
Howard declared in his netition that "
A. B. Fall said that the minority question of its approval or rejection tee by
A clock that has ticked
recommending a referendum brose. This morning they took the zou snares, une paid up capital is he had
for over
He
grounds for a divorce.
was merely playing for delay, that shall be likewise submitted to vote at clause, itself,
four billion seconds is the unique posacknowledged that it is train for Quebec. In spite of the hard- $2,000. The incorporators and direc- recited a few
next
the
and
and
election;
ensuing
general
taken
be
read
which
were
would
complaints,
the report
to
wise
a
on
tors
check
are: Francis C. Merrill of Las
the power ships they had undergone, both are
place
if a majority of the legal votes cast
registered aaginst his wife, Hallie session of Nathaniel H. Thorp of Palup section by section both in comless of the legislature, just as the veto of feeling well and are elated over the Cruces, 18 shares; Helen A. Merril, M. Stanfield. Although all of the few mer and who is in the city this week.
mittee of the whole and then in the thereon at such election and not nunr-be"I saw in the New Mexican an inis such a check. A pub- result of their long journey. But both 1 share; Mark B. Thompson 1 share.
r the executive
convention and that at this juncture than forty per cent of .the total
charges Howard could bring to mind
Bond Increased.
lic office should be considered a pub- agreed that the most welcome
cast
of
such
votes
teresting
at
in
clauses
general
legal
on
prothe
at
the
sight
that
time were named in the in San article about that old clock
reports
just
only
election be cast for its rejection, the lic trust, and a trustee like "Caesar's Chicoutiml upon their arrival was a 4 Judge John R. McFie in chambers
Texas, and the milat
the
trial yesterday he lions of Antonio,
posed be read. These included the
petition,
seconds it has ticked. With
same shall be considered annulled; wife, should keep above suspicion. bath tub in their room at the hotel. yesterday on motion to increase bond
mentioned
some.
majority and two minority reports
only
them
Among
just pride therefore I admit that in
and these were read in English and otherwise, it shall go into effect upon The people should have the only su- Their balloon, America II, is still on in a case against Duran and an El were the following:
Palmer I have a clock that has that
of state preme power, the public officers are the side of an unnamed
mountain Paso bank, involving the sale of 4.700
Spanish, this taking until 11:30 a. m. publication by the secretary
Jabbed him with a hatpin.
San Antonio record beat. My clock
head of sheep and wool clip, valued
or his certificate declaring the result only the servants of the people. The near Lake DuBanc Du Sable.
Caucus.
Cut his thumb and tried to cut hia was made in 1776
Joseph at about $30,000,
vote
of
thereon.
the
the
of
motion
influence
by Abraham Brock-aw- ,
and
of
afternoon
Illimitable
granted
power
The caucus yesterday
Pednaud and Joseph Simard, two trapand in it is a label stating that
to the extent of increasing the bond throat.
It shall be a felony for any person wealth, of which without a conscience,
the Republican majority in the Counwho brought the balloonlsts in a to
pers,
Took her time in bed, while he this is the first clock in New
$10,000.
Jersey.
cil chamber, was thrown open to the to sign any such petition with any wealth that is cruel and without pa- bark canoe to St. Ambrose, will go
went breakfastless to work.
It was made for my great
of Pension.
great grand
The referendum clause was name other than his own, or to sign triotism, shouted: "After us the back and see what can be done to get
press.
Knocked
him
down
and stepped on father, Benjamin Thorp who owned
more than once for the same
Delegate to Congress W. H. An- - him.
again thrashed over, and several mod- his name
Deluge. God help this nation after the big balloon to the railroad here.
vessels running from New York to
drews
notified Simon Arias of
ifications were agreed upon. One of measure, or to sign such petition we had gone!"
today
This
will
not be an easy task. Hawley banta Fe
the Indies and the wood of the clock
Threatened to kill him.
d
that his pension had been
these was that Instead of a clear ma- when he is not a qualified elector in The speaker then reviewed the ef- and Post landed forty-sihours after
The court agreed with Howard that is mahogany brought in one of the
specified in said petition: fects of the initiative and referendum
for $12 a month to begin
jority of all votes cast at a general the districtThat
their departure from St. Louis. They on October 1.
he was entitled to a divorce and vessels from the West Indies.
nothing herein shall in
election to decide a referendum propo- Provided,
Oregon, how, as he alleged, it put flew in all probabilities about 1,600
Mr. Thorp says the clock is a 14- to
be
construed
vote
any
person
the
legally severed the bonds of matriof
prohibit
a
majority
sition, only
out of business the special interests,
runner and was Rent Mm
day
with
from
rethe
cannot
who
to
direct
write
distance
miles,
be
signing
although
shall
mony.
TACOMA
OF
cast on the proposition
the political bosses, how It has pre the
Xew York about 6 years ago, and that
his mark.
of landing is only 1,355
point
FOR
IS
CENSUS
ORDERED.
quired provided such majority equals
it has always been In his familv and
The legislature shall enact laws ne- vented the sale of county and legis- miles.
SOCIETY WOMEN ARE
forty per cent of the entire vote cast.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 27. A
lative office under the guise of a party
he presumes that it has been
ACCUSED
running
Welcome
OF
Grand
Home.
Instead of 10 per cent of the voters cessary for the effective exercise of assessment. He told how
MURDER.
of the population of
sheriffs and
reserved.
continuously since 1878.
New York, Oct. 27. A grand wel
being required in each Judicial dis- the power hereby
27.
Norfolk,
Oct.
Va.,
Dr.
was
T.
E.
ordered
Wrash.,
come
to
today by
Allowing 31,536,000 seconds in a
At 1:45 p. m. the convention again other county officials have
come home is being planned today
trict to set the referendum in motion,
Secretary Nagel, as the result of pro- Brady, of Abington, Va., president of year, the old clock has been on the
s
of the. counties went into committee of the whole New Mexico legislatures to have their for Allen Hawley and August
only
the
the
Post,
Virginian Medical Society, in his job for 132 years over four billion
tests made by a committee from that
fees doubled. He spoke of the Oregon
will be required, providing the signa- with H. O. Bursum in the chair.
American ballonists who broke all disannual address before that body last seconds, or to be exact for
0
just
tures altogether equal ten per cent of A. B. Fall moved that the report of movement as a great rebellion of the tance records in the America. They city.
night said:
seconds.
on
the
Depart
Legislative
majority
vote.
the total
will reach here on Monday or Tuesday.
And that's going some," as the
ment be adopted. He spoke as one of
"There are exactly 350
(Continued on Page Eight.)
No Gag Rule.
Courtlandt Field Bishop, president of
street
of
urchin says.
the
at.
the
bearers
open
grave
R.
Brice
pall
C.
to
premeditated murders of defenseA. B. Fall in answer
OH
the Areo Club of America, said today
less innocents for every 600 children
said that no change had been made in the funeral of which H. M. Dougherty
that It will he the largest celebration
the
brought into the world. Think of it!
the printed report b,ut that the Re- had referred to so -touchingly in
of its kind the country has ever seen.
around through
sev- forenoon.
Looking"And the large majority of these
agreed-upohad
caucus
publican
All the American and foreign aviators
eyesj' he recognizes
horrible crimes are perpetrated by
eral amendments. He then read the his
of
now in the city will remain to take
Christians
amendments which the Committee certain gentlemen he had, known his
and
intelligent
of- old. He sees Cassius, or possibly,
part in the celebration.
AND
F
, on Legislative Department would
wives, who thus for their vaunted soXIV.
Louis
or
from
Rio
friend
Arriba
VIGTQRIA B.
Killed.
cial
fer a right which every other coman
Instantly
give
example for a docRoosevelt
Celebrates His trineheight
or possibly the Great Tribune, even
mittee and every delegate had.
of convenience and selfishness.
Rome, Oct. 27. Lieutenant Sagllet-t- l
twenty-seve'
In a military biplane in which he
The speaker then replied to the as- he from Socorro, and
Fifty Second Birthday
"Vanity, social aspirations, fashions,
unsertion "that the ' steam roller would others mourning over the child. "I"The Grandson of Premier Wil was maneuvering today was Inignorance and fads
all
conspire Damage $1,500,000 to $2.
was
name
derstood
the
child's
Making Speeches
be in operation." J. H. Crist had
liam E. Gladstone Arresstantly killed.
the
unborn."
against
the
into
look
as
but
I
Plan,"
Oregon
hours
three
entire
000.000 Done by the
the
that
quested
been a
ted St Louis
allotted to the discussion of the ini- open grave, I see there has"
PAY HER
ARIZONA
WOULD
WALKED
FORTY
MILES
Flames
to suit the
FORAXER KASNOTHING TO SAY
tiative be given the minority, al- change, an adoptive child
JUDGES $7,000 A YEAR.
TO REACH DEATH BED.
been
has
of
the
occasion
exigencies
the
for
voted
though the minority had
Greeley, Colo., Oct. 27. Wanderresolution to limit debate. That state- substituted. A horrible crime has WAS A STUDENT AT HARVARD Judiciary Committee Has Agreed Upin the darkness for more than SEVERAL FIREMEN RADLTHORT
Former
Ohio
ing
Senator
the
ments published to the contrary not- been committed and the real child has
Quits
on
a
System Providing for
as is apparent from
been
strangled,
not
eight
would
be
hours, Frank Bons, a deputy
the
"gag"
withstanding,
Battle in an Evident
Three Judges.
'i
before the con Boy Was on His
sheriff at Frederick, last night atWest to
.applied but that the minority should the minority report
Way
Huff.
"..
tempted to walk from that town to his Conflagration Started in Departhave all the time it desired and that ventlon.
Phoenix, Ariz.; Oct. 27. A system
Work on New Mexico
The minority seems to think that
home in Evans after receiving word
of judiciary has been agreed upon by
ment Store and Spread With
upon request of J. H. Crist who
Ranch.
Utica, Oct. 27. This is Colonel that his daughter, Bernice, was dying
27 of the 29 members of the the Initiative and the referendum are
the committee on Judiciary of the con
be
sepaRapidity.
minority, four hours would be given Siamese twins that cannot
stitutional convention.
It provides Roosevelt's 52d birthday. He cele of scarlet fever.. Bons got lost and
Oct. 27. Gilbert E. for a supreme court of three mem- brated it by doing extra hard cam at daylight lound himself at Fort Lip-toSt. Louis,
the minority which Mr. Crist had as- rated; that the Oregon system is a
Victoria, B. C, Oct. 27. Fire last
sured the speaker would be all the recent, their own discovery or recent Gladstoie, who says he is the son of bers, elected for terms of six years paigning. He reached Utica early toHe boarded the first
'As a Viscount Herbert Gladstone is being at a salary of $7,000 a year and the day and after a short stop there start- arrived just In time to be train and night swept through the business sectime the minority desired.
discovery of their
recognied
J. H. Crist said that the minoritj matter of fact, the men who wrote the held here at the request of the police age minimum being thirty years. A ed out on a circuit which included the by the child before she died. Bons tion of this city wiping out several
of
the
removal
at
were
of
the
of
speeches
Fondus,
United
the
is
of
District
Columbia.
gag
Gloversvllle,
the
He
constitution
States,
fot
appreciates
supreme court is also provided
had walked .nearly forty miles in the of the finest buildings. The financial
loss is estimated from $1,500,000 to
and thanked the majority foists lib- more familiar with that system than charged there with obtaining came- each county, excepting Navajo and Amsterdam, Little Falls and Herki- night.
$2,000,000.
Huge fire brands swept
erality. He said that Mr. Fall's state- some of the orators of the minority to- ras and not paying for them. The Apache counties Which are combined. mer with the meeting at Utica tonight.
over the water front and it was with
ment had been correct except as to day. They seem to nave forgotten young man said that he is the grand- The judges salaries range from $3,00t
Nothing to Say.
COLD HARD WINTER
the greatest effort that the firemen
Chincinnatl, Oct. 27. Former Senthe order of debate!
that Thomas Jefferson, from France, son of the former premier of England. to $5,000.
IS NOW PREDICTED. aided by the militia and
ator
whose
Foraker
William
withdrawal
Gladstone
A Shining Mark.
E.
from
and
he
bears
some
the
garrison of
of
had imbibed
he
where
the Republican campaign In this state
Basing his prediction upon the be- Work Point barracks kept the flames
A. B. Fall' in speaking of the order ideas of the French Revolution,
V
was some resemblance to the pictures of FOUR YEAR OLD GIRL
Aetata Raid that he had been chos
the English leader. "I put In two
DROWNED IN BARREL. late yesterday caused a sensation, re- havior of hugs and 'wolves, Aaron from sweeping a broad path to the
bombarding the constitulonal convenen as the sacrifice, as the shining tion, with requests for what ne called years at Harvard," said Gladstone,
Akron, Colo., Oct. 27. Tiptoeing on fused today to explain his decision. Ayrton of Kit Carson, Colo., one of water's edge. Several pleasure yachts
"and flunked in methematies. Motor a box
mark at which the shafts of the min- a more
as high as the rain bar He sent word to interviewers that he the pioneer cattle raisers of the west, in the harbor were destroyed by Are.
popular form of government and golf caused my failing In my rel outnearly
as
well
as
aimed
be
asserts that the west is in for a cold, The fire started in the department
which
of
she was trying to dip had "nothing to say."
ority might
The speaker recalled that Patrick studies. Then I
and went to a drink of water, the
hard winter. Ayrton Is one of the store of David Spencer and Company
quit
daugh
against- the report of the majority.
.used
game
the
had
and
others
Henry
men who crossed the plains In a and spread with great rapidity. The
One- Minority Report Withdrawn.
My arrest I believe was ter of Charles Johnson, who lives on SMALL GAIN IN
the adoption of the Washington.
caused to get me to go back to my a tanch ten miles west of here, fell
KENTUCKY'S POPULATION. prairie schooner during the days when Times office, the five Sisters building,
H. M. Dougherty in a witty address arguments against
will use studies.
of $100 a headfirst Into the barrel.
My allowance
withdrew the minority report that he constitution, that the minority
Washington, D. C, Oct 27. The Indian fighting was a diversion of the the latter a five story office building
and C. R. Brice had made. This is no this afternoon. He continued:referend- month has been held up because I quit Fifteen minutes later her parents population of Jefferson county, Ken- journey. He says he knows all about were destroyed. The Driard hotel
was
Oregon initiative and
. time for
my studies. I Intended to go to New discovered her with only her i feet
damaged and the
grabble, no time to stand for um"The
tucky, containing the city of Louis- the weather and has little regard for guestsconsiderably
are
subversive of the form of gov- Mexico to work on a ranch." The hoy above the water. Their
and
were turned into the streets.
initiative
the
on
form
flere
to
efforts
re
'
9 the bulletins sent out
with
262,920,
ville,
compared
the
govern- A number of firemen were
by
'
badly hurt
rferendum. This is the time for har-- ernment under which the United is brokenhearted over his arrest.
A
vive her were futile.
in 1900.
ment bureau.
by falling walls.
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I Oysters Selects
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Poultry
Fruit
Vegetables

DAILY
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ROUND

Miimn niTV moinc
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CUT

3

ICH CURED

STRAWBERRIES EVERY FRIDAY

and
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For real comfort, slip into a union suit
of White Cat Underwear. The softness and coziness will make you feel
tip top. Then there's the convenience
of it, and the time saved in dressing.
No bunching; no division at the waist
line. Or, if you prefer separate garments you can get them also under the
White Cat label. Whether you do
outside or inside work there's a special
weight for you. Winter garments of

d

many-colore-

d

QUINCES FOR JELLY

1

Co,

m inter Grocery

St& Me

s

d

2 boxes 35c.

20c. the box.

n Always hoft

FAMiLYOFECZEMA

MISSION GARDEN.
Stand here, and watch the wondrous S
Denver, Colo., Oct. 27. The X
birth of Dreams,
forecast is tonight generally
From out the Gate of Silence. Time
fair, colder in cast portion;
Father, Mother and Child had It for
iind Tide,
Friday fair weather.
8 Months. Heads Mass cf Sores.
With lingers on their lips, forever
bide
Could Mot Sleep. Itching TerMontezuma Lodge Meeting There
In large-eyewonderment, where will be a special meeting of Montezurible. Cured in 2 Months.
Thoughts and Themes
ma Lodge No. 1, A. F. & A. M., In Ma- the
down
Of days long flown pass
"Tlio Ciififura treatment has ebfO- sonic hall tonight.
me and family of eczema
eliiiritirmiR streams
lutely cu.-echild
which I, my wife and
and Song-- !
Buying Potatoes in uoioraao i.
To ports of Poet-lanfor eight, months. It started with
Winter has gone to Colorado to pur- - had
land Side.
of
my child
small pimples on the head
Visions chase potatoes for his trade Here and
which grad u.!ly broke out in sores, and
By side the
it was not song dpi ore J.
when he returns he will be able to sat- "y "'" b
glide,
the sam:. Our heads were one mass of
And leave a wake where Fancy glows isfy the farinaceous tastes of the most
ond
itching
coul
we
sores
n't sleepi ffered the
fcr eight
We
and gleams.
fastidious.
was terrible.
ot
kinds
tri-d
different
months. We
One stands with
An dtn.cn the bells!
no
Marriage Licenses Antonio
and medicine but it did us on
ointments
head.
out
good and soon it began to breakhad the
mer0j aged 4, and Miss Teodora MonWhile lis'ning to their silver tongue
our bodies until a friend who
foya aged lg'of Poloaque and Preder.
(. uticura ol
me
about
told
same trouble
recite
ico Montoya, aged 21, and Bonita Mar- two seta pf ( idicura Soap.
which I us
The sweet tale ot tne Angeius
relieved
Cuticura Ointmcmt and Cuticura ResolSan
of
both
Ildefonso,
tines,
I
was
their ships
surprised. After the
vent, and
the monotony of Deputy Clerk Sandofirst Tew dav? our heads began to heal
A white dove low across the iling red
40.
No.
Fe.
Telephone
marwe were absolutely
Santa
out
rnMihs
Southern Corner Plaza,
And its we breathe a whispered, val's cupid bureau by getting
enrwl of this terrible eczema. Eugene
licenses.
riage
fond "Good Night"
Potthoff. 5S1 Ralph Street. Brooklyn,
WE GIVE CASH REGISTFR TICKF'l S
V Ks!rn:irv 18. 1010."
When Did a Feather Renovater See
A "Pax vobiscum''
parts the Pa.
PURCHASES
Vr'i
CASH
ALL
WITH
:.1Q Ihan MliR COUld
Santa Fe? That is the querry asked
dre's lips.
of th? success ar.d economy ol
be
given
November
Kanconcern
the
of
a
in
Clarence Frmy
Mayor Seligman by
the Cuticura, Remedies in the treatment
the
sas City that renovates feathers and
of torturing, disfiguring humors of and
Everybody's.
skin and scalp, of infants, children
wishes to touch up the old city. Mayor
(uticuraadults. A S:nWo hot bath .withWHn
CUtla
..r, eta onfiintme
Robbed a Second Time For the sec- - Seligman has a pretty good memory,
to
sufficient
often
are
such
cura Ointment
ond time within three weeks at Las but he is not prepared to answer
afford immediate relief in the niost dis
The letter will be turned
Vegas burglars robbed the Coors Lum a query.
cases ana permit
tressing
and
Hand Painted China
ber Company. This time they riflsd over to the Board of Trade.
when all else fails. Cuticura Soap preCut Giass
sadaro equally effective in the
leather
two
Us
of
Ointment
the stable
New Yorkers Are Interested in
heavy
serving, purifying and beautifying
dles, two bridles and two saddle
and m
That New York lawyers are much Inskin, scalp, hair and handstoecom mg
minor eruptions
terested in the Ancient City was dis
preventing
booklet
giving
A
STERLING AND GERMAN SILVER MESH BAGS
Marriage Licenses Issued A mar- covered today when Mayor Seligman
and treatment of km affecfflptlon
on
sent
application,
free,
riage license was granted at Las Ve- , received a letter asking him to inform
will
be
tions
Corp,
bv the Potter Drug ft Chemical
gas to Clarita Gonzales, IS, of Varia-dero- the writer who lives in Perry, N. Y.,
Mass.
SEAL TRAVELING BAGS FULLY
135 Columbia Ave.. Boston,
and Isaias Griego. 19, of La
The
of
Fe.
Santa
all about the history
Anita Romero, 18, and Federico communication will he turned over to
EQUIPPED, DRESSING
Sena, 19, of Ias Vegas, also obtained Attorney B. Af. Read who is writing a j
uefatigable and persistent. To all
a license.
of the Ancient. City.
history
0( these 1 wish to express my heartSANDWICH
SILVER
STERLING
at Willard R. .1. Tucker,
From 26 to 65 Degrees That was fet thanks, not forgetting the efforts
Wedding
TRAYS AND ALL KINDS OF SILa merchant at .viountainair. anu ivnss the range in temperature yesterday 0f the kind gentlemen and ladies of
Hattie Dawson were married at the the highest being reached at 2:50 p. Albuquerque and elsewhere, which
VER NOVELTIES.
residence of Mrs. Ida Brown, Willard. m. The average relative humidity for have been far more abundant than I
Torrance county. The ceremony was the day was 3S per cent. The lowest had any idea of. I learn that many
performed by Rev. J. R. Carver, of temperature last night was 29 degrees letters have been written to promiEstancia. Mrs. Sears, of Willard, play and at G o'clock this morning It was nent G. A. R. comrades and even
throne
ed the wedding march.
The day was clear and prayers had been offered to the
?,0 degrees.
all this the
I
Grace.
of
appreciate
at
and
somewhat
Two Escape From Reform School
windy
dusty
warm,
it has come
Ira Brown, a negro boy fifteen years intervals during the forenoon, how- - more highly because
solicitation."
without
my
old, and Cliff Falk. a white hoy la; ever
years old, escaped from the Xew. pUDis of Loretto Acacemy The NEW VARIETY OF WHEAT
PUZZLES AGRICULTURISTS
Mexico reform school at Springer pVlpiis of Loretto Academy to the num- J. L
Tuesday evening and hoarded
theib o( two score wiu be seen in a Spokane, Wash., Oct. 27. Waits-burg,
.
at
.
.
farmer
which
10
a
of
No.
bund baggage
upon
practical
Trhich Harper,
Rockford
..Th
in
producWash., has succeeded
will be presented in Loretto auditorwere seen on the streets by different
seed of an unknown
ium tomorrow night. The play is for ing sufficient
of wheat to sow one and a half
parties several times and are known the benefit of the chapel at the conto have been at Raton all night, but
to wneat is declared to be the
acres
K
ORPKK
TO
a
to
DON
seems
safe
vent
say
and it
large
KVERY HKSURIPTION OK WORK IN OITR LINE
the officers have been unable to lo-- j
"
naruiesi
to see the
cate them. A reward of $25 is offered audience will turn out
ot Washington
dis-- j Experts at the state
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
will
orchestra
Morrison's
drama.
for the apprehension of each.
master agncultunsts in
and
College
a
Specialty
Fur
Ladies'
a
and
music
Repairing
evening
course
and
delightful
Artistic Taxidermy
Sentenced in District Court at Ra-- j
other parts ot tne raciuc cuuuuj
is assured.
for tanntng and lining-furalias
Scott
John
Walter
Send for
ton
Smith,
not been able to classify the grain,
is
Go to Court
the
That
or
and hides for rugs and robes
Up
Pay
G. U Allis. and Grover Clarke, alms
all
though they say it is likely to Become
kinds
raw
-a
rhfist urices paid for
s
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William Walsh, were sentenced by
The head is similar
w v
lor tne nui uing -Judge M. C. Mechem at Raton to two his collection crusade
ttt
wh
Clut
to
to five years in the penitentiary for j of Montezuma avenue. While a large
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
number of Santa Feans have ans- wassault with intent to kill upon
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me
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-w im
ROAD
sistani
toii,,. which
ouperiiueuueni sample
BLACK.
New Mexico reform school at Spring-- ! formed the Electors that they do not
e
were
caretmiy
er out of which they were trying to Intend to pay unless the street lmtwo years, be made six
! Patch for
on
son
the
of
made
thorough-Is
Paul
Owen,
escape.
provement
,... ,,
w Di,n!i)ecks which will be sown next spring.
tried to escape from the school, was simply haul these gentlemen Into in giving oui me iuic6ui"6
has no bonanza or
sentenced to two to five years and court and have the matter decided." tion Harper said he
A nam ho
i lu nn11 vi
u
1
"TK.M WnUBt
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fined $500 for larceny of a horse.
more
will
new
yield
the
believe
rined
was
grain
$23
of
Olono
Springer
is to be no foolishness about this matcrop.
northwestern
to
the
minors. ter and it Is not fair to make some than
average
and costs for selling liquor
is sufficiently
it
claims
he
Howrever,
off."
residents pay and let others
to grow In any part of the Unit
DEPARTMENT STORE
Young Woman Killed Herself An hardy
and Canada.
ed
States
WITH A PLACITA. inquest over the body of Miss Mary
I.Tones, aged 18, who committed suiSi.nt-nn2fi
Four cide at Raton by drinking carbolic
Oet
Wash
hundred thousand dollars is the estt-- acid, was held in the office of JudgeLad i ! Ask your lruifrlNt for
It ran d
mated cost of a four story triangular- - !C. M. Bayne, the verdict being returnl'MUin Ufd and (told niotti:
uau
cum
woman
PALACH.
tne
tnat
ed
a
young
with
boxes, sealed with Blue Rillon. V
house
DAY & N lOHT 130 RED
department
125
shaped
AVE
of yonr
Take no other, liny
death by means ot a
PHONE
S
llpuircir- - Ask for C tl frontage of 450 feet, to be erected in to her untimely
IAMONf IIR.N)
DONE.
acid, administered by
AND SATISFACTORILY
PICTURE FRAminG TASTEFULLK
ars known as Best, Safest, Always Rdinl.lu
the northern part of Spokane by
SOLO BY IWifllSTS FVFRYWHF.HE
Charles Jasper and" J. G. Malmgren. her own hand.
The German style of architecture will
41st ANNIVERSAY OF REV.
be followed, an acre of grovnd in the
THOMAS HARWOOD.
devoted
structure
of
center
the
being
arto lawn, shrubs and flowers. This
of;
Recently Elected Chaplain-in-Chie- f
rar.goment will give natural light to
the Grand Army of the Republic
every room in the building, designed
on His Way Home.
to accommodate 129 families. The
apartment will be arranged In suites
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 27. Dr.
of from three to five rooms each. The Thomas Harwood, newly elected chap-of! 24 E SAN FRANGISCO ST
heating plant will be 30 feet below the lain in chief of the Grand Army
.
ground floor and special lighting and the Republic and for twenty-sevenwater systems will be installed. The years chaplain of the department of;
Cor-s
Men's
(nailed) surrounding grounds on the nine acre Xew Mexico G. A. R. writes from
tract selected as a site for the big inth, Mississippi, that he expects ti, Ladies' half soles - heels
Sole Agents For
structure are to be beautified with arrive in Albuquerque this week and! RubberFIRST
CLASS WORK
honor
in
sermon
a
deliver
ofhiS;
flower
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
shade trees,
beds, grass plots
.
GUARANTEED.
in
forty-firs- t
Albuquer-anniversary
and play grounds. Ther3 will also be
30. "On that;
and a i.iige garage. que on Sunday, October
driveways
private
FE
SANTA
IN
Dr. Harwood, "it will be
writes
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GKA1N HOUSE
date,"
the
who
Mr. Malmgren,
prepared
forty-onyears since I first reachplans for the building says it will be just
A
ATavloft anri Tirenrhed mv first
diffierent from any structure on the sermon on
PHONE
the last Sunday in October M I A ' A
American continent.
BLACK
"
UtiLVUUlX.
in the year eighteen
Dr. Harwood wishes to acknowledge
For
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
the receipt of many letters congratuyeart the only
Lucas County. ss.
class tonsorial parlor
first
lating him on his elevation to the
at the recent naFrank J. Cheney makes oath thai chaplaincy-in-chiein Santa Fe.
he is senior partner of the firm of tional encampment in Atlantic
City.
ASSURED
SATISFACTION
F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business "My election," writes Dr. Harwood,
OUR NEW FITCH
FIRST CLASS CORRICK'S HACK LINE
in the City of Toledo, County and 'was no great surprise as I had
TREATMENT
State aforesaid, and that said firm learned before the encampment that
For Hire at
is
at
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED the men who went solid for me
guaranteed to cure, (not only
HACK SERVICE
Buggies and Saddle Horses
Popular Prices
DOLLARS for each and every case of the Salt Lake City encampment relieve, Dindruff, iallin hair &
Catarrh that cannot be cured by the would do so again, with others which other scalp irritations. Wealso
use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
would give me a large number of car ry a c )tnplete line of all the
FRANK J. CHENEY.
votes and in addition to this the de- popular hair arid facial tonics.
Sworn to before mt and subscribed partments of Indiana, Ohio, PennsylHERPICIDE, 0E LUXE'SQUININE & FITCH
in my presence, this 6th day of De- vania, New York, New Jersey, MaryBATHS BATHS BATHS
land and other states were swinging
cember, A. D., 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
into line through the strenuous ef
DIAMONDS
Qm
AgeLts HUBBS LAUNDRY
(Seal)
Notary Public. forts of a few Grand Army men, of
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern- nrominenee. such as Corporal James Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
and
Eyes
ally, and acts directly on the blood Tanner, of New York, General Wls- aundry en onMondaye andandTuesdays
Right Price.
FttM by
and deliver Thursdays
H.
A.
Fridays
Hon.
sert
of
Milwaukee,
Goods
mucous
and
ot
the
surfaces
system.
Right
Method
All work is guaranteed; your
of Wisconsin, who says that his
Send for testimonials free.
Right Sorvlc.
socks are mended and buttons
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O. old chaplain Harwood saved his life
sewed on you shirts, without
near Risca, Georgia; my old captain,
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
extra charge.
and
my
of
Whittleton
N
Washington,
M.
SANTA
for
Pills
Take
Hall's
Family
P 3dS Ssn Frsnolsco St.
FE,
New Mexico comrades who were In- - PHONE RED 122. T'HONB) RBD 122.
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WHITE CAT
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Underwear
FOR HEN

are made of wool unequalled in softness,
warmth, comfort and strength. Made big
enough and long enough for comfort after
1 hey outlast
they come from the wash.
other makes. Don't buy your underwear
until you have seen the White Cat brand.
The prices will suit you.

BRS CO.

SELIGMAN

Ga-rit-

CASES.

-

HEATING STOVES THAT HEAT

COME IN AND LOOK

Is the kind you get

S SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.

you buy from us.
You will also get a
f

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
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3f

GORmLt--

F.

- -
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"

'

FE.-N.M-

..

WoVr

MULLIGAN & RISING

Can-did-

Funeral Directors &
Licansed Embalmers

S

o

SI 45

than anyother make
on the market.

f

equally well.
Come in and let us point out to you tbe
superiorty of the Coles.
wood

1

Coll.n MT

T-

S

If

it's Hardware WJffXfiAXS We have it.

-

CHICHESTER S PILLS

e

1

NICK VANNl'S

SHOE SHOP

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

POTATOES and
SALT,

Retail

sli

Our lice is composed rf the ceu b' air A
(Coles Hot Blat) which bums ccal or

,.i.

sale

(

i

lurso'

Who!

m

s

s

FRANK

J

heater that will
burn less fuel and
radiate more luat

AtsD RETA

Screened

RATON

YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLCS
Smitbirg Coal.

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

SttbicCoal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

MONTKZTJMA AVENUE
Near A. T. & 8. F. I epot.

Telephone

Telephone 85

85

1

1

v.r

45

LEO HERSCH

Wood

WHOLESA

1

e

half-sole-

......

KERR'S

j

DllVl
iLiitlA KAkKHKHIIP

sixty-nine.-

Sbawgo s Parisian Cleaning and Dye Works
CLCAN ANYTHING SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NEW MANAGEMENT- EQUIPMENT COURTEOUS TREATMENT-

Gentlemen's
Phone
Red 132

Hats Made

New.

0. 0. SrIAWGO, Propietor

East Side
Plaza.

i9

f,

MX.Vc

YONTZ

Hb

WATCHES
ltisi

MEXICAN FILIGREE

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Sumes, Saddle Horses

Call up

When in Need of Anything in the
Lively Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

wcyicLWT

Cut Class, China and Silverware

I

L

W-jT

DCCaUSv
successfully.

Y

Send for the doctor when
there is sickness in the house?
Do you

he is tne one who, through study and
training, is best fitted to treat the illness

THAT'S HIS BUSINESS.

UUl DUSIIiCSS
.And we are the bet
nf

SUM

lAwmy,-

to compound scientifically
the medicine your doctor or-efitted through education, ex- -

' "'

CHAS. CLOSSON

"I

BRING EVERY PRESCRIPTION TO US FOR RESULTS

I

ZOOK'S PHARMA.CY

n--

-

J
0

Boa Caspar Avenue

Why

rs

"..

'Phone 9

V-
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TAKE IT IN TIME.

Waiting doesn't pay.
If you neglect the aching back,
Urinary roubles, diabetes, surely

PROGRESS

Oil

old-t;m- e

follows.

THESANTA FE
Doan's Kidney Pills relieve backache,
Cure every kidney 111.
Santa Fe citizens endorse them.
Devices ' of Block SysAlberto Garcia, Galisteo St. Santa Safety
tem on Glorieta and RaFe, N. M., says: "I deem it a pleasure to corroborate the public state
ton Mountains
ment I gave in lavor ol Doan's Kid-ney Pills about seven years ago. Ij
found them to be an excellent remedy WONDERS
ORTIZ
OF HOTEL
and I have never hesitated to vouch
for their merit when an opportunity!
has been presented. B'or two years. Weather-Wor- n
Beams and AntiI was in bad shape from backache and
Taken From
Kid--;
Furniture
Doan's
when
que
kidney trouble and
nev Pills were brought to my notice,'
Old Ranch Homes.
I resolved to try them. They not only
drove away the backache, but regu- (G. A. Martin, in the El Paso Herald.)
lated the passages of the kidney seThe Santa Fe railroad has installed
cretions and toned up my entire sys- automatic
dispatching machines, calltem. When my back bxs bothered me
ed staff machines, on the Glorieta ana
two
a
half
the
and
years, Raton hills that
past
during
absolutely do away
I have at once taken Doan's Kidney
with the possibility of collisions on
Pills and they have never failed to these
very steep grades.
bring relief."
The
50
dispatchers at Albuquerque and
For sale by all druggists. Price
cents.
Co., Buffalo, Trinidad have absolutely no control
New York, sole agents tor the United over a train on either of these hills.
Each conductor is his own dispatcher
States.
Remember the name Doan's and and he blocks the track himself so that
nobody else enters the block with a
lake no other.
train until he clears it. The system
operates from Lamy up the Glorieta
mountains to Glorieta, a distance of
10 miles and from Raton, over the Raton Pass, through the Raton tunnel to
Trinidad, Colo. These staff machines
are located at Lamy and Glorieta and
ENORAVERJ-FRI.NTERat Canyoncito, midway between and
f
at Raton and Trinidad and one station
between these points.
When a train arrives at Glorieta,
going south, for instance, the conductor enters the dispatcher's office and
takes a staff or key from the staff ma7
chine. This automatically closes the
track from Glorieta down to Canyoncito, a distance of five miles. Semaphores, at both stations immediately
show all approaching trains at either
Don't Do It Yourself.
end that a train is in the block and
nobody can "open the track" but the
conductor who has the "staff" that
locked It. When the train gets down to
Canyoncito, the conductor enters the
dispatcher's office again, inserts the
key in the machine and unlocks the
two semaphores.
If another train Is
coming up the hill between Lamy and
Canyoncito, he will find the next block
"locked" and he takes a siding. If it
is open, he locks the block himself and
until he gets down to Lamy, no train,
either from behind or in front, can
come in until he reaches Lamy and
"unlocks" the block again.
There are but two keys for a block
You are sure to make a blunder of
one at each end and if the block is
It and maybe spoil something. Besides
locked at the one end, the key at the
you will lose more time than you can: ther end cannot be removed until
the
i
afford in trying to clean or press your conductor
gets there with the dupliown clothes.
Send them to us and cate key, hence nobody can "open" a
the job will be done easily, quickly J block while a train is in it. It is a new
thoroughly and economically. Besides, invention and said to be one of the
it will be seen by your friends that safest devices ever invented for movon a
it was done by a professional and not ing trains in safety, especially
an amateur, is not that worth some- steep grade.
The Harvey hotel system has the
thing.
reputation for doing unique things, but
construction of Its new hotel-- El
Julius Muralter, Tailor. in the
Ortiz at this place, it reached the
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues. climax. The hotel is a low,
1

Foster-Mllbur-

n

WILWAMJON

5

building and is considered the most
notable of all the unique Harvey
houses. It is built to represent an
Mexican ranch house with big
"main rooms" in front and the sleeping
tooins forming three sides of a square
about a patio, with cement floor and
evergreen shrubs. Every room has a
cement floor and mission furniture,
with low windows barred on the outside after the fashion of Mexican residences of half a century ago. Indian
rugs cover the floors. The rooms are
steam heated and have running hot
iind cold w ter and baths, which is the
only instance where they are not
typical of : he ancient structures the
hotel represents. The doors are made
of heavy si; bs, nailed with hig headed nails, ii I'd there are latches on
them of tl.e old style, with the numbers in beaten, cankered brass. But
this is not. the real peculiar feature.
The "big room" is not only a counterpart of an old ranch house, but it is
an old ranch house. Weather worn
beams taken from a New Mexico landmark a hundred years old. support the
Cat roof just as they did originally
and a fireplace 12 feet wide is an ancient place transplanted from its original home. The andirons, the shovel,
the poker and all came from the same
source and the decorations are as old
as the building material. All the
chairs, tables and benches came from
historic "hotels," ranch houses or na
tive churches of the pioneer days, and
the paintings, idols and ancient clock
are hundreds of years of age. The
raintings were brought from Spain by
the friars and they hang on the walls
in their battrede old gilt frames just
as they hung in the homes or old
churches in the territory for a century
er even more. Images like those in
the old Socorro church, peculiarly
carved from wood or fashioned from
clay by the hands of primitive Indians,
grace the mantel and noons and corners.
A grandfather clock, purchased from
a woman S't years old, at Glorieta,
who said it had belonged to her grandfather, is one of the curiosities. A
counterpart of this clock according
to the grandson of the Glorieta woman, himself 40 years of age was
shown at the St .Louis World's Fair
and he says it is the only one of the
kind he ever heard of. By a coincidence he was at Lamy en route to

tin

10

mm

i

one-stor- y

Santa Fe as I waited here for the
train to the same place.
The hotel has a wide, floorless
porch across the front, removed from
an ancient New Mexico ranch house
and put up here, its gnarled and whittled posts and its weather stained
roof supports, testifying to Its age.
The building is of adobe, whitewashed inside and out the guest rooms
are calcimined and more modern
l
and the walls are very thick. The
lacks none of the modern conveniences, even to electric call bells in
the rooms, but nowhere is there a public house more unique than Hotel El
ho-ta-

Ortiz.
FOR MORE THAN THREE DECADES

Foley's Honey and Tar has been a
household favorite for coughs, colds
and ailments of the throat, chest and
lungs. Contains no opiates. Sold by
The Capital Pharmacy.
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"I have used your valuable CascareU
nd I find them perfect. Couldn't do

Sage Brush Wastes Are Being Replaced by Waving

Fields
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without them. I have used them for
some time for indigestion and biliousness
and am now completely cured. Reconi-- j
mend them to everyone. Once tried, you
will never be without them in the
family." Edward A. Marx, Albany, N.V,
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New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Army Officer Detailed by War Department
Armv Inspectors P.ANK SC HOOL IN CLAbti

"A."
IDrougb Academic coure, preparing young
men for college or tor
lite. Great
amount of open air work, iieaiihlesi location
of any Ml Iftary School lu ths Onion Located
on the beautiful Pecon Valley th garden
spot of the West it an e'evatict of 1.700
feel a!ioe sea level, fl'insbltie ever? day, but
!'.t rain or sno'--i during session.
Eleven Officers and Icslructori, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges Ten
tjulldlngs, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern In all respects,
v REGENTS' E. A. Cahoou. President; W
G, Haraliioo. Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M Atkinson Secre.ary. and Wt
A Plniay
For particular tu l liustriieit ratungue
'
address.
COL. JA4. W. WILLSON.
t

Pleasant, Palatable. Potent. Taste Good.
I)o (iood. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
1 he tanJOc. 25c. 50c. Never sold in bulk.
nine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
&9
cure or your money back.

On several of the
projects the crops
!on individual farms this vear have
yielded enough to enable the owners'
j to repay to the government
Floods.
every
dollar of their obligations if they
11
were so inclined. As the payments to
A
quarter of a. century ago any me
the government extend over a period
tion of the Great American desert call- of ten years without interest there
is;
ed up visions of a region of limitless no object in meeting the same in ad-extent, sunbaked, parched and deso- vance and most of the farmers therefore are devoting their revenues to'
late. A country accociated
always
their homes and in purchas-- i
with talcs of suering and death, of un- improving
ing live stock and Implements.
One;
friendly savages," and deadly reptiles, or the most
Superintendent.
interesting features of
for years it was passed over by Con- the
of these new communi-- :
upbuilding
gress as worthless. The marvelous ties is the
large number of settlers!
transformation which
has
been who have come from the cities
and:
in
in
two
decades
this land towns. Their success is all the more:
wrought
of silence and sunshine rurnishes one
notable because they had little or noi
of the most interesting and inspiring
previous experience in farming, es-- j
pages in the annals of our republic's pecially farming by
irrigation. Un-- I
The
development.
great American der these circumstances the call of
desert is vanishing from the map. Its the
open country is likely to appeal
boundaries have shrunken and it no to others who have
grown tired of:
longer presents a formidable barrier the stress and fume of
cily life and!
to the growth and progress of the far the never
ending struggle to make in
west. Twelve million acres of this come and
outgo balance.
rainless country have been subdued
west is filling up so rapidly nnd
The
by means of agriculture and irrigation and are producing bountiful and the really choice locations are so fewj
that It is only a question of time now
assured harvests every year. A quarter of a million families are residing when the increase of land values will
make it us difficult, for the poor man
on farms and as many more have
to get a foothold as it is today In
found homes and occupations in tha
30 H. P.
the east. Letters are pouring in to!
$1,500
cities, towns, and villages which have the statistician of
reclamation!
the
We
sprung up in the midst of the agricul- service at
and
for
care
all makes
repair
Washington, D. C, for In- tural areas. Great dams have been
about, the lands which are
formation
GASOLINE
AND
SUPPLIES
to
constructed
impound the floods and
ready for settlers on the several re
through 70,000 miles of canals and clamation
FE GARAGE
Approximately!
projects.
Palace Ave.
ditches the
water has been 500 farms are
now open to entry un-- !
turned upon the dusty desert. The
water j
der
the
homestead
with
act,
streams have been harnessed for powirrigating in Montana, Wy- er and an era of manufacturing is ready forSouth
We Have Built Up
Dakota, and Oregon.
oming,
dawning. All of the raw products of Are you
looking for a home of your
the farm, the forests and the mines own?
will be prepared for the markets of
the world. The comforts and luxuries
j
heretofore unknown in agricultural DAIRIES BLAMED FOR
TYPHOID AT TRINIDAD.
in
regions already are obtainable
many of the western valleys. The
farmer lights and heats his home
Trinidad, Colo., Oct. 27. Every cass
with electricity and his heavy work of
typhoid fever in the city of Trini-- i
is done cheaply by the same potent dad is traced
by Dr. G. W. Robinson j
force. Trolley lines bring the farm
to the dairies. Out of
city
physician,
and town close together. In a majori- forty-twcases reported during the
ty of the irrigated districts the farms season he says that thirty-eigh- t
can
are small not more than 40 acres be traced to the contaminated milK
each. With 16 to 60 farm families
namink one dairy in
to the square mile, isolation is elimi- supply,
ENJOY AUTUMN BY
DRIVING THRU
nated and life in the country becomes
THE COUNTRY
more nearly urban than rural. While
-our Paint business by giving only the
IT BEATS ALL."
It's the best route hack to nature,
pioneering in this new country calls
for a reasonable price.
This is quoted from a letter of M.
and will Imbue new life Into your best grades
for a good deal of grit and not a little
can
of our Paint Is reliable. It
Every
Mo.
"I
wearied mind. The most pleasure is made of the
hard work the compensation is sure Stockwell, Hannibal,
recently
best White Lead and
will be obtained by driving the
and abundant. Carving out a home used Foley's Honey and Tar for the
colors, giving a uniform
in the desert is no child's play, it i3 first time. To say I am pleased does STYLISH LIVERY
coat and spreading easily and smoothWe can furnish you. Our horses are
a man's work, but there are few not half express my feelings. It beats
ly without streaks or spots. These
conI
to
all
I
all
carever
remedies
used.
more
our
the
the
and
nature
where
equal
places
trip
responds
colors will not fade In the sun, and
was
cold
threatease
a
to
tracted
bad
and
and grace.
quickly
riages ride with
intelligent industry than
they cover a largo surface. One coat
dosDon't forget to secure your rig of
the irrigated country. On the govern- ened with pneumonia. The first
our Paint Is as good as two of other
from us.
ment projects the past year has been es gave great relief and one bottle
kinds.
a conspicuously prosperous one. The completely cured me." Contains no
4 RISING
success of the average farmer in opiates. Sold by The Capital
many instances has been remarkable.
110 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red,

Great Dams Have Been Constructed to Impound the
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Charles W. Dudrow
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cciden tal Fire

nsurance oompany

Home Office, Albtqtieiqtie, New Mexico
Duly and Regularly Incorporated in Strict Accordance With the Laws of New Mexico
shown by the Accompanying Certificate from Jacobo Chavez, Insurance Commissioner.
JACOBO CHAVEZ

PiOTICE

P. M. A. LIENAU

Superintendent of Insurance.

We, the undersigned, having duly incorporated the above company, dosire to notify
of the
and pjlicy-bo'dethe Insuring Public in general, and cur fr'ends, stock-holdeOCCIDENTAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, in particular, as to the following facts;
1. We are incorporating the OCCIDENTAL FIRfi. INSURANCE COMPANY, which
will havs a paid up capital of $200,000,000 and a like amount as surplus and which 'will
'
commence active business on or about January 1st, 191 1.
2. The company will be organized, and the business maintained, by the officers
aud men who had charge of, and made such a success of the OCCIDEN TAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, during the past four years.
3. The businesss will be developed conservatively, economically and to the best of

Deputy.

rs

rs

TERRITORY

OF

NSf

MEXICO

This is to certify that J. H.
Millcn, having complied with the
authorized to open books for the
and places as to them may seem

Santa Ke. N. M. Aue 9Q
O'RioIly. George koslington, M. W. Flournoy, Solomon Luna and A R
act under which a Fire Insurance Company can be incorporated
r7
subscription of stock of the Occidental Fire Insurance Company at such timol
convenient and proper.

We have over three hundred stockholders now,
representing the leading citizens of New Mexico Arizona and
Texas, the following list of which reside In Santa Fe. If you are interested and wish to learn
something about
the profits to a stockholder In a Fire Insurance Company, send for our prospectus:

:
Occidental Life,

'

SOLOMON LUNA,
Vice-Preside-

SEND FOR P20SPECTUS

H

.

JACOBO CHAVEZ,

Superintendent of Insurance.

M. W FLOURNOY,

Occidental Life
O'RIELLY,
Sec'y and Gen, Mgr Occidental Life
GEORGE ROSLINGTON,
Actuary Comptroller Occidental Life
A. B. McMILLEN,
Gen aral Coancil Occidental Life
.

LZ

(Signed)

ability and judgment.
4. No promotion stock will be given to anybody, at all, and the expenses of organization w.ll be kept down to aa absolute minimum.

J,

DEPARTMENT

4

'

Vice-Preside-

INSURANCE

t

List of Santa Fe Stockholders.
Mills, Gov. W. J.
Walter, P. A. F.
Davles, E. P.
Sellgman Bros.
Owen, Frank.
March, Jno. W.
DeArcy, E. J.
Palen. R. J.
Sargent, W. G.
Renehan, A. B.
Fornoff, Fred.
,

'

j

,
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ces of the Andalusian origin of the
jibaros. They are fond of the senti
mental songs of the Andalusian type;
they use the vihuela and the tiple,
w hich are abbreviated forms of
the
in
Andalusian guitar; they believe
common Andalusian
superstitions:
and the occurrence among them of
such family names as Jimenez. Mon-Sarmiento,
Sevilla,
tilla, Cordoba,
Jerez, recalls to mind places, estates,
and old families of southern Spain.
Vhat has been said of our island
possession may be said of I.atinAmerica as a whole. The language
spoken there is, with all its peculiarities of pronounciation, genuine Spanish.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES.
PAUL A.
WALTER,
Vice President,
Editor and president.
.IOHN K. STAUFFEH. Secretary Treasurer

'HE

Entered

as Second Class Matter

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Oaily per week by carrier
75
Dally, per month, by carrier....
65
Daily, per moc'.i, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

Stri'ii Fe Fostoifice.
Daily, six months by mall

$3.50
2.00
1 00

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

-
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FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
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MASONIC.
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j

Montezuma
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mar communication)
first Monday of eac
month a' Masonic h&
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7.30
jH.
H. H. 10RMAN,
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Printed and foi .sale by New Men
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Mining Blanks.
Additional and Amended Location
sheet.
Certificate,
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
Proof of Labor,
sheet
Notice of Mining Location,
sheet
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
sheet.
Property,
Placer Mining Location,
sheet
Title Bond of Mining Property, hi

Secretary.
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1
con
R. A. M.
Regular
vocation second Monday oi
each month at Masoni
Hall at 7:30 p. in.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P
SELIGMAN, Secretary.

PALEH.

i. 8.

President.

BEAD, Cashier.

Mill,

Assistant Cashier
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Oldest Banking Institution in
Established in 1370

Thm

New Mexie.

2

.Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits;

4

VLAN U. McCOUD,

Jr

L. A. EUGBES,

--

sheet

$150,000
80.000

sheet.
Mining Deed.
sheet.
Transacts a general banking business in all Its branches.
Mining Lease.
o
Coal'.' Declaratory
Statement,
,
2 Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
'
":
;
APPLES ARE APPLES.
sheet.
jA-.'personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
The state of Washington this fall Is
Coal Declaratory
Statement with
5 stocks in all markets for its customers.
of apples.
worth
$14,000,000
Af
Power
of
an
marketing
Buys and seiis
Attorney,
ABTHUR
').
(uNiou'Si.
New Mexico which is larger and can
2 domestic and
fidavit and Corroboratii-makes
and
transfer
exchange
foreign
telegraphic
them,
raise better apples and more-osheet.
Affidavit,
of money to all parts of the civilized werld on as liberal terms
Santa Fe Commandeiy No
did not market a million! dollars
Notice of Right to Water,
sheet 1
1, K. T.
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
Regular conclav
With every fur- worth. In fact, it raised so few, that
Out of
Forfeiture or Publishing
REASONABLE RAILROAD RATES. they were before.
in
eacl
fourth
Monday
will have to send all
dealers
of
produce
ther
increase
its
its
earnings
rates,
sheet.
Notice,
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
On Saturday at Kansas City, accordHall
month at
will be further reduced, which, oil the way to New York or Washington
Affidavit
sheet.
5 per ceat per annum, on six months' er years' Jime.
Assessment.
of
Liberal
7:30 p. in.
ing to an Associated Press dispatch the theory in question, will make its for apples. It is an opportunity that
Stock Blanks.
5 advances made on consignments of livesicck aiW products.
A. MASSIE, E. C.
J.
when
Mexican
miss
New
in
Mexico
New
the
farmers
they
yester- rates more reasonable; and if it would
printed
Bill of Sale Animals tsearing Ven
V. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
of land
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking; line,
day, the interstate commerce com- bur. so advance its rates ns entirely do not devote a million acres
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
an
in
or
unused
now
only
producing
to
would
make
it
2
its
destroy
earnings
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks.
mission will begin hearings to deterOf
different crop to apple trees.
rates reasonable indeed!'
ijanta Fe Lodge of Perfection No. : 40c per book.
cj
mine what" is a reasonable rate for its
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- must be tali i4th degree.
Ancient and Accepted
"Let us apply this new theory in course, an apple orchard
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
livestock transportation between Misbe
must
watered,
trees
care
en
the
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meew
of,
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rest. The patronage of the
way. Here are two competing
sheet.
souri and Mississippi
terminals. It anotherwhich
be pruned, they must be on the third Monday of each monti Vendor's Recorded Brand,
must
they
amount
same
1
cost
the
public is respecfully solicited-Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
seems a simple proposition, out it tnei roads
worth while and it 7:30 o'clock in the evening it
.
.
same capitalizing sprayed, but it is all
tne
have
build,
sheet.
future corporation commissioners
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaz
i
same rates. profitable.
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
New Mexico could attend these hear per mile, and charge the
From the day the apple was se- Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
8 per
which
one
of
is
but
earning
to
Drive and
Gather.
Authority
ings, listen to the facts presented, he cent and the other
the
Jlally Invited to attend.
4 per cent. lected as the fruit with which
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re
arguments made, they would get an Now. are their rates only
un original father and mother were to
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
or
WiBiawiffiriirni
reasonable
corded Brand,
sheet
inkling of the job that is blocked out reasonable? It is
Venerable Mastei
on this be tempted, down to the present day,
evident,
Drive
and
to
for them by the constitution of the
Gather,
Authority
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
that the road which is earning there has been no fruit at all
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner"
new state. This commission
will theory,4
to Parable with the one in question
cent
to
be
allowed
Secretary.
ought
per
sheet.
Recorded Brand,
have to determine the reasonableness
There is no other that comes to us
of rates between local points within raise its rates. It must be, therefore. in such varied colors and flavors;
Contrato de Partido,
pliego.
nmo
the
tt, pnniioi tn the
B. P. O. E.
the Territory and that problem will
Escritura de Reuuncla,
pliego.
none that, may be hoarded so long,
can
same
same
in
traffic
the
territory
Fe
No.
Santa
B.
O.
beP.
be even more complex than that
460,
Documento Garantizado.
Lodge
pliego.
none that may be used for such a
be
both
reasonable
unreasonable
and
lolds its regular session on the sec
fore the interstate commerce
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
comHipoteca de Blenes Muehles,
variety of purposes; tor the apple
same
the
time."
at
nd and lourtb Wednesday of eacl pliego.
mission.
Says the Review of Rewill make you a pie or a dumpling,
"A visitor from Mars might suggest
month
One
Visiting brothers are Inviter
in
views, an impartial observer and critDocumento de Hipoteca,
pliego.
may be eaten raw, or it may serve
that the difference between the profits or
A. J. FISCHER,
ic:
welcome.
Documento
extensa
an ornament, and more than one tnd
as
Garantizado,
I
Cuisine &nd
D. SENA,
"If the Interstate Commerce Com of the two roads does not indicate
Large Sample!
Exaltet Ruler forma entera, full sheet.
poet notably Dr. J. G. Holland hns
Table Service
Room for Commission could possibly have the re- that the rates are either reasonable sung its praises in stanzas which hai
Secretary.
Certificado de Matrtmonio, 10c cada
or
but
unreasonable,
motest idea whSit n lust nmi renonn.
merely that the seemed
Unex
mercial Travelers
course
of
uno.
wholly poetic. And
prosperous road is better
able' rate is for any given railroad
so messy a thing as a peach never
of
sheet
Bond,
Replevin
Pythias.
Knights
,him its competitor; and he
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
any two given points, it could ;aea
would do for poetry, while a hundred
'
Forcible Entry and De
Execution
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights o
decide in a day or two the questions miKht contend that it is entitled to and one other kinds of fruits seem to
ZC
sheet.
tainer,
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and
it. has been pondering for weeks past receive a larger profit as the wages of
sheet.
pertain to uncritical mortals, rather Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I
Subpoena,
whether the railroads may charge good management. "
done.
have
as
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit
than to the gods,
apples
J. P. Complaint,
sheet.
more for certain 'classes' of freight.
We have said that the apple mav 'ny Knight's invited to attend.
sheet.
Complaint,
Capias
"The most it can do. until ConSPANISH SPOKEN JJERE.
"
he hoarded and there's the rub.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. O
Search
sheet
Warrant,
time to time the criticism is s,,itR tne fact tnat lne iate autumn is IOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. 8
gress receives evidence from the new
Blanks.
School
Railroad Capitalization
nearu tnat tne bparnsh spoken in u)lon ,1S wnat manifestation have we
Commission
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
and acts thereon, is to exercise com banta Fe is a mere dialect, a corrup- the s.miles somewhere, are fall
sheet.
Teachers'
Certificate,
mon sense. If the railroads can prove ition of the pure Castilian. Professor
ing from their boughs to the fading
2
PROFESSIONAL
School Teacher,
Contract
for
that what they paid out within a Espinosa, recently of the University grasses
The vendor is saying to us,
sheet.
or
.ew Mexico, ana otners who na'e "three for a dime just as he did last
certain penoa tor supplies, wages, ana
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
so on, to serve the public better, has made a critical study of the Spanish
February.
Contract between Directors and Tea
increased more than what they paid language, have declared that the
LAW
ATTORNEYS
T
If you pass in the vicinity of a cold
chers,
out in the form of dividends then Spanish spoken in this section is t
sheet
storage plant you may see the teamsheet.
Oaths of School Director,
might, seem a square deal to let most pure Castilian, even though
to
and
laborers
the
sters
delivering
A.
PAUL
F.
WALTER
of
Certificate
of
to
rates
raise their
apportionment
correspond ired in its vocabulary and with hero and storing the barrels in the hidden
Attorney-at-Lamore or less.
sheet. .
School Funds,
and there an interpolation of native
to
never
Completely renovated and neatly furnished. Fire pro f
vaults.
But
appear
they
Santa Fe,
New Mexice
"The
commission
will probablv words produced by surroundings and
Contract for Fuel,
sheet.
caverns.
from
these
Certainly
emerge
make the best guess humanly possi circumstances.
Every room steam heated.
Teachers Monthly Report,
sheet
Professor J. War- not emerge in such quantities
ble at the rights of the case. But as shaw, of the University of Missouri, they do
Clerks' Annual Report,
District
R.
F.
Chas.
Ctias.
and
Easiey,
become
Easley.
cheap.
plentiful
an inquiry into what is, in the last makes a similar statement in The that they
sheet.
Santa Fe.
Estancia.
We are glad that, apples are to be
Land Office Blanks.
analysis, 'just and reasonable," the in- Nation of October 20, when he says: abundant in Washington: but we
EASLEY & EASLEY,
European plan. Rooms 1. 00 to $2 00 per day.
One of the common or "vulgar" wish
Homestead Entry,
sheet.
vestigation can be no more than far
Attorneys-at-Laclaims to
which
Mexico
New
that
Meals 50 cents arrl vm.
cical. The commission lacks the evi-- ; errors fit to figure in a modern "Pseu-dencAffidavit,
the best, apples in the world,
of how much real money has dodoxia Epidemica" is the fixed belief produce
sheet.
might get on the job and supply the
E. C. ABBOTT
been put into the different railroads, that
Spanish is a de- - local markets in such quantities that
Proof, Testimony of Witness,
Attorney-at-LaEven if it knew, there is no statute plorable corruption of Castilian Spanfull sheet.
we might not always have to be rePractice 'n the District
and Su
to guide it in discriminating between ish.
Mr. Claude
King of "Sports minded that "apples are apples"
Claimant
of
Proof, Testimony
preme Courts.
a 'reasonable profit' on one mile of Afield," dwelling on the topic in a
Prompt and careful
full sheet.
which is only another way of saying
attention given to al! business.
railroad which cost $20,000 to build recent communication to the Chicago that we cannot have any.
Desert Land Entry, Declaration oi
Santa Fe,
New Mexice
fifteen years ago, and the parallel Inter Ocean, regrets the prevalence of
full sheet, i
Applicant,
mile of tracks belonging to another this idea. It may be of interest to
of Witness.
POPULATION STUDIES.
Deposition
company which, having been built some of your readers to know that, The
CATRON & CATRON
sheet.
FCJLL C0URSE MEALS PROM NOOiM ON
growth in population of New
WP A TP
only last year, with prices of ma-- j the Spanish of the southwest. South
full sheet.
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-Lathe past ten years has been
Yearly Proof.
;
terial and labor nearly twice as high, America, and the Antilles may right- - Mexico
Office:
Catron Block
Final Proof.
sheet.
drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
in n'e
ral districts Its cities are
j
cost $35,000.
ly claim' to be. indeed, nothing other
Santa Fe,
New
Mexics
sheet.
or
Contest
for
Notice,
behind
those
Arizona,
lagging
HOI?
Or suppose one railroad reported than an excellent preservation ot a
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market
Receipts 5,000;
Sheep
from Everett Gladstone, Esq., (family
Clancy returned last evening
steady. Muttons . .3,fiOfi. GO; lambs
HATS AND CAPS
BoTH BoYS
Farmington, San Juan county, where! lawryer of Rockford)
$5.50C.75; fed wethers and yearlings
Miss M. Needham
he had gone to represent the territory!
AND GIRLS IN ALL THE LATEST
0q,q 5 (,n. fe(j western ewes $3.2."i'fi)
in tne pumic sale ot a farm that Dad airs. Kverett KiacKston, (nis wnej
4.25.
STYLES AND COLORS,
escheated to the Territory by its own- PRICES
Miss e Valdez
'
er dying without legal heirs.
SUIT
EVERYBODY.
Good resultfs always follow the use,
"Ammon Dibert, formerly of Santa CRIPPEN EXECUTION MAY
Fe, who is now in New York City vis-- BE POSTPONED, of Foley Kidney Pills. They contain
THE ABOVE ARE ABSOLUTELY NEW
to
iting his uncle, writes Mr. Lee that
jiiM the ingwedients necessary
AND THE MOST
he is going to Florida. His uncle is a Solicitor Newton Has Entered an Ap- tone, strengthen and regulate
To BEj
the
large stockholder in a fine tract of
peal for the Condemned
kidneys and bladder, and to cure
SEEN.
land at Ponce de Leon Springs in
Dentist.
Sold by The Capital Phar- backache.
that state, and there is where he exnviey.
pects to make his future home." EsLondon, Oct. 27. Solicitor Newton
tancia Herald.
today entered an appeal in the Court
Former District Clerk A. M. Ber of Criminal Appeals in the case of
gere and Mrs. Bergere returned yes- Dr. Hawley Crippen sentenced to
terday afternoon from Rochester, Min- death on November 8th. The hearing
'
WE ENDEAVOR To TREAT OUR
nesota, where Mrs. Bergere under- will be expedited although It may be
went a critical operation at the fa- necessary to postpone the execution.
PATRONS IN SUCH MANNER AS
mous hospital of the Mayo Brothers.
TO MERIT
THEIR PATRONAGE,
The operation was very successful
The New Mexican Printing comfor a time Mrs. Bergere's lif?
was despaired of. She was some- pany has prepared civil and criminal
what fatigued by the trip home, but dockets especially for the use of Jus- - j
It is believed, will soon be strong and tices of the peace. They are especial- '
ram.
with printed headings, In
ly ruled,
well again.
Ttlephcne Red 15 and htve
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and dur-- ;
your orders delivered
SAYS BEBEL AND HIS TRIBE
and
ably bound, with leather back
ARE TO BLAME. covers and canvas sides, hall full ;
The following are suggested to the thirsty as something
Index in front and the fees of justices
eool ana inviting
Unrest Among Working Classes In of the peace and constables printed
THE PRESCRIPTION CLERK
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA,
IRON BREW,
in full on the first page. The pages
Germany Due to Agitators, Says
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
are 10
thoroughly
inches. These books are mut know his business
Captain of Industry.
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.
"There Is great unrest in Germany made up in civil and criminal dockets, when putting up a prescription
today and a crisis is being reached, so .separate of 32 pages each, or with
A COMPETENT
PHARMACIST
great has the socialistic movement .both civil and criminal bound in one
All drinks made from filtered water.
HENRY KRICK, Proprietor
become. But In no country in the book, 80 pages civil and 320 pagas
world is the working man and even criminal. To InUoduce them they are puts up our Prescriptions.
ji :m uiimmmmnmnmnnnininm irrrm
Tne Ingredients are full strength,
the servants In the household, so well ottered at the following prices
n
$2.75 fresh, and of the best standard
protected by laws and so carefully Civil or Criminal
RIPE FRUIT NOW
looked after when he becomes old or Combined Civil and Criminal . . 4.0C makes. In case of sickness yon make
fa
,
for a no
infirm.",
docket, or 55 cents additional
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING-BOUQUET- S,
mistake in having your presenp- So said William Meyn, director of
For 45 cents additional tor a slngia
and FUNERAL
a great manufacturing establishment combination docket, they will be ssnt tlons Put UD f us- DESIGNS.
R
V.
BOYLE
Mgr.
In Rendshurg where he employs
a by mall or prepaid express1. Cash In
Mr. full must accompany
thousand or more worklngmen.
order. State
CUREftDON POULTRY YARDS
FKESH LAID KG (i 8 every day
Meyn arrived at the Palace hotel here plainly whether English or Spanish
Hare
bred
accomwas
barred
Rocks
i
Is
He
White
and
wanted.
Plymouth
yesterday evening.
printed heading
are yarded In the orchard under the treex and fed on Wyandotte,,.
clean wbolfaonie food
panied by his son Hans H. A. Meyn,
only. No chance of Tuberculosis verms nor Ptomaine poisoning.
A FKW FAT HENS FOR KATING.
an attorney of New York City.
If you want anything on earth try
"The social unrest in Germany Is a New Mexican Want Ad.
& Co.
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
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Delegate F. E. Wood was today called to Bernalillo on legal business.
Attorney General Frank V. Clam y
returned last evening from Albuquer--

H F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
IAUGHLIN, President
W. . GRIFFIN, Asst. Caseier

B

McGrath of Silver City

the capital.
Larrazolo, the Demis at the Claire.
W. H. Laughora of Warren, Pa., is
healthseeker at the Sanitarium.

a

N

.ion of the workiinr man in Cermanv
today is not at all had and the gov
ernment has taken remarkable pains;
to protect workers in case they be- H
come injured or sick. Even the servants in one's household have to he in
sured by their employer against sick-n-- Ml
or loss of work, but for all that
the lower classes are now entering on
a great struggle for something which
they dream should he theirs."
Mr. Meyn and his son are touring
North America and have been through
Canada and to the coast. They are
much interested in archaeology and
asked many questions about the cliff
dwellings and expressed regret that
Panta Fe has not a railroad or trolle
t
system out to Paiarito Park.
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THE C. E. HARTLEY

RfAL ESTATE

SPRINGER, NEW

CO

Mh-XIC-

Offers irrigated lands in tracts, of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, $60.00 to 8175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Lauds, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
tANCHES,

We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- ernment land. We have Irrigation enter-- .
prises, needing capital. Moneyed men are
:
:
;
Invited to correspond with us.
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AND
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When clothes can't be hung
outside, and must be dried in a
room or cellar, the New Perfection
Oil Heater quickly does the work
of sun and air. You can hang up
the wet clothes, light your Perfection Oil Heater, open the damper
top, and the heat rises and quickly
dries the clothes.
Do not put off washing to
await a sunny day in order to avoid
mildew. Dry your washing any
day with hot air irom a

irn,

except

Absolutely

smokeless and odorless

It gives just as much heat as you desire. It is safe, odorless
and smokeless.
flame spreader, which
It has an automatic-lockin- g
turned
from
wick
the
high enough to smoke, and
being
prevents
so
the wick can be quickly
and
remove
back,
to
is easy
drop
cleaned. Burner body or gallery cannot become wedged, because of a new device in construction, and can always be easily
unscrewed for rewicking.
not
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New Perfection Oil Heater

Company,
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"UNTIMELY,

1

C. ft.
AND

UNWISE."
(Communicated.)
Tlie above is the caption of an editorial in the Las Vegas Optic of October 20th. We think if the writer had
waited for a second thought he would
not have expressed himself in this

Grows Hair

.

hasty manner.
Taking into consideration the fact
that a file providing for the separate
submission of prohibition to a vote of
the people was under consideration by
this committee, and the committee
was holding open session for the purpose of allowing all interested in the
tiles before them, to appear and speak
in their behalf, we hardly think the
above epithet or criticism is just, to
say the least.
If those professing an Interest in
any subject of so vital importance as
this, should fail to appear in its behalf
when that subject was up for consider
ation, we should consider them cowardly and recreant to their convic-

and we can

i

PROVE IT!

'

ANDtKINL is to the hair what tresh shower
It
of rain and sunsiiine arc to vegetation.
invi orates and
(Jews right to the roots,
strengthens them. Its exhilarating, stimulating and
properties cause the hair to
It at
long, strong and beautiful.
once imparts a sparkling brilliancy and velvety softness to the hair, and a few weeks'
use will cause hew hair to sprout all over (he
scalp. Use it every day for a shcrt time
after which two or three times a week wil
be sufficient to complete whatever growtr

I I

1

rvs w

V
v

you desire.

1

Si. Paul writes in substance,
as follows:
"When I bepao nslns Ianrtcrine my hair
wouui not con it! to my shoulders anil now
ft la away below my hips."
Another Crom Newark. N. J.
I have been using Panderlne
Tepiiiarly.
I
When ilrst btarted to use it had very little ha.tr.uow have the most bcautifuiloiitc
aud thick hair auyune would want tu have."
A lady from

tions.

If the Optic can advise us of any
NOW at all druggists in three
time to speak than when a subbetter
M
'
O. A S train lo i.'.'
will
sizes 25c, 50c and $1.00
we
'V.
is
under
consideration,
ject
South at 4:38 a m.
need
does
per bottle
be glad to take their advice under
An indicator shows the amount of oil in the font. Filler-ca- p
sit
i
F. M. WILLIAMS,
Danderine
to be screwed down, but is put in like a cork in a bottle, and is attached to the
enjoys a greater sale tlian
advisement.
E. G. DEDMAN,
j. Van houten,
built
" any other one preparation regardless of kind
font by a chain. Finished in japan or nickel, strong and durable,
t
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
tfy
As to whether prohibition should be
Superintendent.
a
and
handle
a
cool
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it
top.
ornamental.
and
damper
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and
a
brant!,
or
and
f
tor service
greater sale thas
yet light
all of tne other hair preparations in the
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part of our organic law is a question
Dealers Everywhere. If not at yours, write for descriptive circular
world combined.
upon which there is a difference of
opinion. We contend that it should,
FREE To snow now quickly Canderlm
and that there is no other measure
acts, we will send a large sam(Incorporated)
i
free by return mail to anyone who
ple
Cut)
constituunder consideration by the
sends
iree coupon to the
this
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of
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HOTE!
DEATHS FROM TYPHOID. fects the fundamental principles
life itself. The mere saying that proFrom Santa Fe to El Paso, Bis bee,
Palace.
One Person of Every Forty Succumbs hibition does not belong In tne consti should not a human mother do as was issued in 1004, the increase in the
Douglas and all Point in New
A
tution does not make It so, and ttie
E. H. Bickford, Lake Valley;
to Dread Disease Vaccination
whether it be popular or not number of agencies fighting consumpAlMexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
fact that, six states will vote on the much, do
Will Prevent It.
Singer, E. A. Mann, D. D. Draker,
not believe it is ever unwise, tion aggregates nearly 500 per cent.
We
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
question of amending their constitufor the
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The National Association
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progress has been said that total prohibition is the only Important measure before them, and popular favor, says Mr. Allison.
"1 wish all might know of the bene
made in the campaign for protection remedy, we have the courage to pro- if he was confronted by death or his
of ceed along the lines that experience God would Bay so, and that It is the
lit 1 received from your Foley's Kid- against typhoid fever by means
ney Remedy," says L. N. Regan, Farm- vaccination, Gen. Torney says, has have proved most effiecient.
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ski's old ranch is in view, and then a
short gallop and the ruins stand boldly
ANCIENT PUEBLO
out upon the mesilla.' A wide circular
depression strikes the eye; beyond,
flat mounds covered with scattered
OF PECOS lard broken stones; further, distinct
foundations, rectangles enclosed by
or originally founded upon thick walls
ol
immediately to the north,
Interesting Ruin Twenty Miles morestone;
broken walls of stone, and above
Southeast of the City of them all, on a broad terrace of bright
red earth, completely shutting off the
Santa Fe
site of the old pueblo dwellings may
be seen what is left of the ancient
Catholic mission of Pecos.
IN
1840
FliLlK UiMMED
The building was a rectangle, originally about one hundred and fifty
Took With Them to Jemez the feet in length from east to west and
about sixty feet from north to south.
Sacred Fire That Had Burned
The entrance was to the west, the
for Centuries.
eastern wall still standing in part.
Twenty-fivyears ago the gateways
of were
(By Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell,
capped by heavy lintels of hewn
Pe
Employes' cedar.
Las Vegas, in Santa
These long since have been
carried away by the vandal and the
Magazine.)
The most interesting rum m the en relic hunter.
As late as 185S the roof was still
tire southwest is to be found near
the building. The church" was
upon
of
the
line
on
the
of
Rowe,
the station
probably about thirty-fivfeet high.
Santa Fe, in New Mexico. It is the According to tradition it had
but one
old Pecos church, surrounded hy the belfry and a single bell, but a
very
comold
of
the
remnants
and
ruins
large one. The Indians from the piu
as
the
known
pueblo
munal dwellings
of San Cristoval in 1G80 carried
of Cicuye. It was by the name of
it off, so it is said, to the top of the
that the pueblo was first known mesa, where it was broken. A
portion
to the Spanish explorers of the six- of this old bell was seen by me once
teenth century. Eighty years before at Pecos town. What has become of
the Pilgrims landed upon the inhospit- it I do not know. Koslowski was the
able shores of the New England coast man who took down the roof ot the
the Spaniard had visited this pueblo o.- - church. He used the timbers in
and found there, living in the
bu'iding outhouses for his ranch near
houses, a community esti by. He also attempted to dig out the
Coro-nadof
the
mated by the historian
corner stone, but failed.
expedition and other explorers
In general the vandalism committed
who came later at from ten to twenty 'since the American occupation of New
could
'J
'he pueblo
thousand souls.
Mexico upon this ancient relic of anmuster and maintained a standing tiouity defies all description. All the
of
army, at the time of the coming
old beams of the church were quaint-- j
Coronado, of five hundred men.
ly carved. This fact is mentioned by
Leaving Las Vegas on train No. 3, the topographical engineer of the
in the morning, or on train No. 1, in army of occupation in 84fi. That the
the afternoon, the tourist is soon fas- old church has not entirely disappear-- j
cinated with the beauties of the land- ed, being carried off adobe by adobe.
scape. To the right of the railway is a mystery.
line are the high mountains of the
The walls of the structure have an
Sierra Madre, the nearer hills and average thickness of five feet. The
verdure of adobe bricks were made in the same
slopes clad in the green
the pines, cedars and pinons. Swing- manner as those of today. Wheat
ing around the curves, quite frequent straw is found in their composition,
between the City of the Meadows and also small pieces of obsidian and brok- the crossing of the Pecos river, the en pottery. The adobes undoubtedly
views are constantly changing. Leav- were made close to the building itself.
on to
On the right side of the arroyo, near
ing the Pecos the train speeds
to
the
left, the
Over
the west and north.
ruin, there is a depot of red clay,
Pecos,
Mesa
de
like that of which the adobes in the
towering high, is the
to
its sides covered with dark pines; be- church are made. A very large area of
the right is the broad valley lying
this red clay appears to have been ex-- j
tween the tablelands and the Tecolote cavated and used for the purpose of
its
ridge. Here and there, throughout
making adobes. The fact that pieces
entire extent, are grouped the green of pottery are found in the adobes
made
cedar
of
shows that the place where
the
patches and clusters
most attractive by the red soil under- adobes were made was undoubtedly
neath. In the far distance, in solemn occupied by habitations before the
Truchas church was
constructed.
grandeur, rise the snowclad
of the Pecos
sentinels
silent
On my first visit to the old church
peaks,
I took occasion to note the style of
forest.
"
in a
Passing the station of Rowe, the carving of the ancient timbers. These
strike
few minutes the ruins first
were all hand squared hewn with an
ax. The ornaments, scrolls and friezes
yiew.
The old red walls, fast crumbling, were very quaint. Today all have been
tablelittle
stand boldly out upon the
carried off and not a vestige of the old
north
land and just beyond and to the
timbers remains.
remare two low brown ridges, the
South of the church was a wall,
nants of the old communal houses, made of adobe, which, with the wall of
Coronado,
of
where lived, at the time
the church, seems to have formed a
more people than in any other single covered passageway. Immediately
now the
Is a terrace of red earth. Just
community within what are
boundaries of the United States.
was located upon the terrace has
what
Soon the summit of the Glorieta fortunately been preserved to us by
Pass is reached. Down the mountain- tne drawings made under the direction
side the train goes swiftly and, of Colonel Emory in 1846. It was a
of the Canon convent.
through the rocky sides
the central
upon
del Apache, emerges
To the north of the church is a wall
Mexico more of broken stones.
The mesilla has for
plain of northern New
level.
sea
than six thousand feet above
its termini rough, rocky ledges, and
To the southwest are the picturesque this wall stretches across its entire
Sandia mountains, boldly rising from width, about pne hundred and thirty
dark
feet. Beyond the mesilla are the
the plain; to the west, far off, the
Valles.
the
and
of
Jemez
blue heights
crumbled ruins of the old pueblo
The train is stopped, and the tourist, structure.
most
at
the
There is a wall of circumvallation,
alighting, finds himself
the entire made
picturesque hostelry along
apparently of broken stones and
El
line of the Santa Fe system, the
earth. This wall was three thousand
furnishings two hundred and twenty feet in
Ortiz in architecture,
of the
and finish an exact reproduction
It was about six feet high and
of length.
Mexican
New
native
home of the
a little less than two feet in thickof
the
days
the better class during
ness. There was a gateway on the
the Spanish or Mexican domination.
west side, which was about twelve
The traveler who would drink in the feet wide. There also was a round
beauties of the Glorieta Pass will stop
tower on each side, made of stone and
beat this Harvey inn over nightof the mixed with earth. These towers were
fore proceeding to an inspection
about thirteen or fourteen feet in
ruins of the valley of the Pecos.
diameter. Guards were mounted in
asthese towers night and day.
Bright and early in the morning,
tride his native broncho, he proceeds
Inside the wall mentioned were
Herover the very trail followed by
constructed the great houses of the
advance
guard
nando de Alvarado, the
pueblo. One of these houses was
f
ot Coronado's army, three and
feet
found hundred and forty-fiv- e
about
The road
centuries before.
sixty-thre- e
feet in width, and
long,
tall
the
where
four stories high. In this structure,
through rocky slopes,
The encina apto the best authority there
pines grow sparsely.
according
were no fewer than five hundred and
pears in the thickets. The opuntia
and
bristles dangerously on all sides,
seventeen rooms. These rooms were
in the sands the smaller cactus lies very nearly of equal size, nine by sixteen by twelve. The ruins of this
hidden.
Soon Canyoncito is reached, the last house show that it was built of stone,
on
the
8 red and gray sandstone. The ruins
but one of the old stage stations
Santa Fe Trail. Here, on the preci- of the other buildings show that It
moun-was at least as large as, if not larger
pitous sides of the surrounding
defenses
tains, were built the Mexican
than, the one mentioned. The second
and ruin
contained beyond all doubt nearagainst the advance of DoniphanIn
the ly six hundred rooms.
his Missourians In August 184.
There were two
little valley, known as the Canon dej other large houses and several smallto
be
er structures inside the wall.
Los Tejanos (Texas Canon) Is
Tex-an- s
found the route of the Invading
The earliest traditions as to the
when taken captive and hurried pueblo of Pecos come down to us
Manuel
on to Santa Fe to explain to
through Pedro de Castaneda, a solArmljo, then Mexican governor of the dier in Coronado's army in 1540. The
reIndians told him that a few years
province, why the president of the
of
public of Texas hau sent an army
prior to the coming in of the Spaniards
invaders Into his dominion. And Just their peublo had been attacked, unbelow the quaint little Catholic chape' successfully of course, by marauding
is the location of the camp of the Con- tribes from the north and east
Another tradition as to this pueblo
federate forces under Colonel Scurry,
who was defeated at, the battle of is that Montezuma was born there.
Glorieta by the gallant Colorado This story is the veriest rot. Not a
troops and native New Mexicans un- single chronicle up to 1680 even mender the command of Colonel Slough, tioned the story. The word Itself is a
It may
during, the Civil war. Here It was corruption of
that the Confederate supply train and he taken as conclusive that there is
ammunition wagons were Mown up no truth whatever In the .legend that
mvI destroyed by a small command when Montezuma left the pueblo and
,
j
y Colonel Manuel Chaves, a gal-- went south he commanded that the
liint and loyal American soldier and holy fire should he kept burning till he
days, the should return. That the sacred Are
Tr.li- n fighter of the old
frier d of Bridger, Carson, Maxwell had originally nothing at all to do
with the Montezuma legend is affirmatmri 3eckwith.
of the Old tively determined by the earliest re
jy ireeding up the lineis soon
reach-e-- '.
,,i i Fe Trail, Glorieta
ports. It is believed that the whole
ind In a few moments the old story refers to the presence of Corostf , e station kept by the French trap- nado at the pueblo and his promise
py ", Pigeon, now a crumbled ruin, is to return.
The positive evidence as to this
r i; ed. Within half an hour Koslowe
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You ladies, who have pale faces, sallow
complexions,
dark circles under eyes, drawn features and tired, worn-oexpressions, you need a tonic
The tonic you need is Cardui, the woman's tonic.
It is the best tonic for women, because its ingredients
are specifically adapted for women's needs. They act on
the womanly organs and help to give needed strength and
vitality to the worn-owomanly frame.
Cardui is a vegetable medicine. It contains no minerals, no iron, no potassium, no lime, no glycerin, no dangerous, or
drugs of any kind
It is perfectly harmless and safe, for young and old to use.
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Take
J43

The Woman's Tonic

mi

After my doctor had done all he said he could for me,"
writes Mrs. Wm. Hilliard, of Mountainburg, Ark., "I took Cardui, on the advice of a friend, and it helped me so much.
'Before taking Cardui, I had suffered from female
troubles for five years, but since taking it, I am in good health.
I think there is some of tne best advice in
your book
that I ever saw." Your druggist sells Cardui. Try it
,
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-
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Dept.. Ctattanooea Medicine Co.. Chattanooga. Ten a..
vuuh, nuiuc i ic4uucui iui w uuicu, sctu Tree

pueblo comes to us through the his visited the Mexican civil governor at
torian of the Coronado expedition. Santa Fe, Don Manuel Armijo. and deFrancisco Vasquez Coronado, alter the dared to him their intention of abanfall of Cibola and the assault on the cloning the old pueblo, which they did,
pueblo of Hawaikuh (old Zuni) senl taking with them, according to tradihis lieutenant, Hernando de Alvarado. tion, the sacred fire.
with twenty men to visit a pueblo callen i K'uye.
" line occupying me pueu- A RELIABLE MEDlCINt NOT A
1') of Hawaikuh. visiting
NARCOTIC.
Indians from
lie pueblo of Cicuye had come to
Get the genuine Foley's Honey and
Coronado and made him presents, con Tar in the yellow packages.
It is
sisting of tanned hides, shields and safe and effective. Contains no opihelmets.
These hides were of the ates. Refuse substitutes. Sold by The
buffalo. Alvarado
reached Cicuye, Capital Pharmacy.
having come by way of the valley of
the Rio Grande, passing by the pres- THERE'S NOTHING NEW
ent city of Albuquerque and leaving
UNDER THE SUN
the Rio Grande near the present Indian town of Santo Domingo.
Navy department officials have unCastaneda gives some details as to earthed an old history in which the
the mode and customs of the people claim is made that, the north pole
inhabiting this pueblo. He says that was discovered in Hiiifi by a friar of
at night they kept watches on the Oxford. It is called "A New Nnvpl
walls, that the unmarried females went History of Complete Review of the
naked until their marriage, which "niisn .Marine, ana it was published
leads us to the opinion that possibly by John Entick in London in 1 757. On
the climate must have been slightly one of its musty pages the following
less rigorous in winter than at pres- paragraph appears:
"In the year 13f!0 it is reported that
ent.. When Alvarado arrived at the
a friar of Oxford, called Nicholas Ac
village he was received in a peaceful
or Lyna, being a good astrono
manner, the Indians coming out to Linna.
went
in company with others to
mer,
and
meet him playing upon "drums
the most northern island of the world
flutes." He was given a large quanand there, leaving his company totity of cloth and turquoise, "which gether,
he traveled alone, and made
common
latter," Castaneda says, "are
of all those northern parts
draughts
in this province."
with the indrawing seas; which at his
When Coronado left New Mexk'o return he
presented to the king of
on his return to New Spain, two years
England. It is added that he went, to
,
,
later, two Franciscan priests remained t
f hjR km
north
behind. Father Juan de Padilla, who in magiCj or tne biack art. bnt this
was killed by the Indians of Qulvira, magic or black art, may probably
and Father Luis, who remained at the have been nothing more than a
of Pecos. Before leaving the edge of the magnetical needle or
of the Rio Grande for New pass, found out about 60 years
Coronado sent to Father Luis fore, though not in common use until
the remainder oi the sheep which he many years after."
had brought from New Spain fbr his
army. This is the last that is known CAPT
BOGARDUS AGAIN
HITS
of Father Luis. Pecos, then, was the
BULL'S EYE
j
first "mission" in New Mexco
Thte wortd 4amonB rlfle ;hot who
In 1582 and 15b3, a Span.sh explor- - ho,ds the
of
recor(J
champlonsnip
er, Antonio Espejo by name, visited 10 pigeons in 100 consecutive shots
this pueblo. Gaspar Castano de Sosa; is living ot Lincoln, 111. Recently in
captain-genera- l
of New Leon, also vis terviewed, he says: "I suffered
ited the pueblo in 1590, and on the iong time with kidney and bladder
2oth of July, 1598, Juan de unate, tne trouble and used several well known
explorer and first general colonization kidney medicines, all of which gave
agent to bring homeseekers to New me no relief until I started taking Fo
Mexico, visited "the great pueblo of ley Kidney Pills. Before I used Fo- Pecos," and two months later, at the ley's Kidney Pills I had severe back
pueblo of San Juan, on the Rio aches and pains in my kidneys with
Grande, near the mouth of the Chama suppression and cloudy voiding. On
river, the Indians of Pecos pledged arising in the morning I would get
au'' headaches. Now I have taken
their' fidelity to Spain.
There has been some speculation as three bottles of Foley's Kidney Pills
a thA nlre of the old church at Pecos. ana teel luu Per cent better. I am
It Is certain that the church was not !evef bother ed with my kidneys or
o
timo
fhc ivteeT,ti, oiaaacr ana again reel like my own
Km
SoId b' Tbe Capital Pharmacy.
In
all nrobabilitv con- It was
'
structed some time after 1629. This
MOST
INSTALLS
MODERN
finest
to
in
be
the
said
was
church
SYSTEM OF APPLIANCES.
New Mexico at that time, twenty-sij
Spokane, Wash., Oct. 27. What ex- different churches and convents hav-- '
Ing been built by the Franciscans Bub- - perts say is the most modern system
sequent to the report made by Zarate- - of safety appliances in America has
The city of Santa Fe in Just been installed on the Washington
Salmeron.
Power
1667 had only two hundred and fifty Water
Company's electric
inhabitants, while recos, at that time lines between Spokane and Cheney
of the Indian uprising of 1C80, had and Medicine Lake, Wash., 27 miles.
The features are the electric block slg
more than two thousand.
In 1689 Don Domingo Gironza Petroz na's, tbe first on any street railway in
de Cruzate made a raid into New Mex-- the northwest, and the automatic stop
ico and was assisted by the warriors device, applied for the first time on
of the Pecos pueblo against the other any surface line. The syscem is dePueblo Indians. As a reward for this signed to obviate the possibility of col- assistance, after his return to El Paso, lision. The incoming and outgoing
on the 25th of September, 1689, Cruz- - trains are dispatched by telephone.
ate executed a grant to the Indians of The system is operated by an
which embraces all the lands nating current reduced to a working
one league north, south, east and west voltage by transformers, while the
from their pueblo, about nineteen motors are supplied with direct
acres, all of which became rent. The power, generated in the
'
the common property of the Indians. Spokane river, is transmitted over
On the 17th of October, 1692, Don high tension lines. The line to
de Vargas Zapata Luian vis- - clna Lake passes through some of the
Ited the pueblo and was received by hest developed fruit districts in Spo-thIndians with demonstrations of j kane county and carries enormous
nage from farms and orchards, in ad- Joy.
In the beginning of the eighteenth dition to passenger traffic.
century the Ute Indians introduced
Into what is now northern New Mex
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile
ico,( in the neighborhood of the pueblo of Taos) a branch of the Shoshone lino at Vaughn tor Roswell. dally.
e
stock, the Comanches. These Indians Automobile leaves Vanghn for
a fearful scourge to the sur-- 1 well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at
pueblos and continued to he 'well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leavei
such down to the middle of the nine- - Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
teenth century. They were in con- -' and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
stant warfare with the Indians of thelfare between Santa Fe and Torrance
and between Torrance and
pueblo of Pecos. On one occasion the 18
eserve seats on auto- Comanches killed every young man Kweu luJ. W. SatOCKara.
Dy wire.
nf thn miPhln nf Poena encent nno. mODUe
and in 1837 the tribe had so nearly
MANY DOCTORS PRESCRIBE.
disappeared that there were only eigh
medicines under a Latin
proprietary
teen adults left.
vn
nnmA ..V. .... i .1 ir fn. 1,
In 1838 the principal men from the nu iiitj Luai&utg xvi 111c milieu yivr
o
tImea
three
cost
Jemez-relInated
to the
pueblo of
and 4o not hesItate t0 con.
,me(lici
dians of Pecos, at least by the bond demn tht- self.8ame medicine if It is
of language went to Pecos and had n.,vel.tiRori OP mentinnori i.v tho nnhiir..
a conference with the remaining mem-re however, manv honest
Ther
bers of the pueblo. They were of- doctors who do not hesitate to openly
fered a home at Jebez, and in 1840 the recommend and prescribe such stand-solsurvivors Antonio,
Qregorlo, ard remedies as Lvdia K. Pinkham's
Goya, Juan Domingo and Francisco
Vegetable Compound.
-
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at (lie National Guard Convention ;.t
St. Louis which lie and Colonel E. C.

vis-ltln-

1

'WANTS

From Page One.)

Federal Pay for National Guard.
Adju'atit General A. S. Brookes h::s
received tin- draft of lite bill approv. d

"Mother and Marjories been working for two months over this wedding.
Now, It's all over before ten o'clock!
That's quick, isn't it. after such a big
lot of work?
"I'm thinking I won't have nmcn of
a soft srnap tomorrow.
You know that
confetti won't sweep up just ordinary.
It's to be picked up every bit of it separate.
I'm dead sure that job'U be
Btuck on me in the morning.
Gee!
I'm glad mot of the confetti's out
on the porch instead of in on the carpet!
"Those fedks livin' next door aren't
in the habit of sittin' outside nights.
But d'you see thera tonight?
Porch
Just packed full's can be!
"Guess we'll miss Marjorie, all right
At first we'll just think she's away
"
somev here, but soon we'll get It
straight inio our heads that she's
Then we'll miss her good We'll
gone.
miss her from the table. She always
cut the pie so big.

ut

habit-formi-

(Continued
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PAGE SEVEN.

"Do you know what mother's goin'
to do with all that linen on the stairs
tonight? She's going to cut it up into
dish towels.
We'll have a lot, won't
we? We won't have to wash 'em
out after every meal any more!
Gee!
Don't you hate to wash dish towels?
They always smell so smelly.
"I guess mother's good and tired tonight I wonder if those caterer men
will go anid leave everything all
mussed up. I hope they don't.
Gee!
If they do mother'll be straightening
things early in the morning and wake
us kids up to help her.
"Don't you wish flowers didn't wither so quick? They cost such an awful
lot!
Beauts, though, weren't
they?
Daddy says he don't see how he's ever
I don't
goin' to pay for everything.
see why folks don't use hat flowers,
anyway you know the kind of stuff
I mean.
"That was a swell sermon the minister preached over Jim and Marjorie,
wasn't it?
Nearly as good as to a
funeral.
never was at a funeral, but
you know how they are.
"Mother said before all the people
came that it had got. to be a happy,
She said
smiling wedding or none!
if anybody cried they'd be put straight
out.
Marjorie said she just knew
t
somebody's be sure to cry. Gee!
wanted to cry when thn winister'bo-gaand I guess
would, only I saw
mother's eye on me!
"Marj never expected to see Miss
She eloped 'nd then
Hughes tonight.
she got buck here in time for
I guess it's better
wedding.
to elope.
Then nobody's got to get
ready so much.
"Marj and Jim had a fierce time try-ito got out of the house tonight.
They kinda suspected that the fellows
jwould be up to some tricks with (heir
grips and things, so they made me
take care of them out in the barn.
Jim gave me a dollar for it a silver
dollar!
Most as much, I guess, as he
give the preacher.
"I wasn't so dead crazy about staying out in the barn by myself an' look- in' after those grips. The other kids
was all in the kitchen llckin' the ice
cream off the saucers and hoggin' all
the cake that was left, never thinkln'
of me.
"It didn't do Jim much good givln'
me that dollar, though, 'cause a bunch
of big fellows that go with Jim came
into the barn and bust open the grips
Marjorie's and Jim's and mixed
Spilled the
everything all together.
talcum powder and the tooth powder
over everything and smeared the
fronts of Jim's
shirts with
sister's nail polish, the sticky red kind,
you know.
"Jim had a pair of swell pajamas-- all
like silk.
Well, the fellows silt
I
those pajamas up into slithers!
It
bet they cost Jim more'n a dollar.
was a shame!
I knew
"I felt awful sorry for Jim.
he'd got to sleep in something, so I
sneaked up to dad's room and got his
old blue flannelette nightshirt, and put
that In for Jim! I guess dad won't
care.
It was kinda old and torn and
worn out, an' It had to go into the
wash tomorrow, anyway. I bet Jim'll
be surprised when he opens bis grip
don't you? But Jim did me a mighty
good turn once, so I wanted to help
htm out.
1

n

Mar-jorie-

hard-boile-

"The kids kept callin' to me out of
the kitchen window that the ice cream
was 'most all gone. Guess I'd got
She'd hid
none at all but for Dor'thy.
me half of hers! I can always count
on Dor'thy to look out for me. We
was most bust up with eatin' so much
stuff, but we just had to get through
with It before they washed up th
dishes.
"That taxlcab? Why, It was the one
ordered by the crowd who were going
to jollow Jim's and Marjorie's carriage,
and get on the Pullman, If they could
manage to get past the gates. But
Jim' and Marjorie just whizzed off In
it when they found out that Borne
smarties in the crowd had telephoned
their carriage not to come. Wanted
to make them miss their train, I
guess."

.

SALE-on-

--

Apply at

ows. horses and
Cafe.

Abbott attended recently, and w tmn
I'OK SALE 4 little houses comer
provides fur federal pay for the Na- Manhattan avenue and Garcia street.
tional Guard. It reads as follows:
$1.75u. Kent for $50 month. Lots on
Section 1. That, under such
150.
E. Manhattan 4S'xC00.
Walter
as the secretary of war in con- Kraut.
ference with the National
Militia
.Board may prescribe, the commission-ieFOR SALE Racing horse, weight
officers of the organized militia of TOO
pounds; well broken; guides by
leach state, territory and the District
Owner will
neck. In good condition.
of Columbia shall receive in
cotnpi nof animal at reasonable price.
isation for their Btrwces Ottier than dispose
h !
niinlrv AntilvSchnnl
at annual encampments, or in case of
of American Archaeology.
riot, insurrection or invasion, certain
percentages of tbe aunual rate of pay
TVorumiTCDS
1
for officers of like grade In the army
'
of the I'nited States as is now or
may Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
be hereafter established by law as fol-- ; platents furnished.
Ribbons and
Ail officers below the
grade of plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
general officers, including officers of and rented. Standard makes handled,
the medical corps serving with troops, A'l repair work and ypewrlters
Santa Fe Typewriter
iutted.
(15) per cent, and an additional
Phone Black 221
per cent to the commanding of- licers of all companies, troops and bat- SALE Handsome
r'Wt
teries; general officers and officers or
quarter
siaff departments serving w ith gencr-- ; sawf-- oak desk, rolier top, filing deal officers, five (5l percent- nrnvideri vit'e. spacious and in Al condition.
ost 100 wi" 6e" for
A,B0 uave
leach officer shall have performed
'least seventy-fiv(75) per cent of the oi"' substantial desk in splendid con-- !
duties prescribed by statutes or in or- - Jilion for loWfer pri, ' :nf!llire New
iders by the commander In chief of bis Mexlcan
slate or territory or the commanding1
a "n8 married man
" AS ' hu
general of the organized militia of the
District of Columbia, excepting for a position, in either New Mexico or
services hereinbefore excluded; pro- Arizona.
Experienced in banking,
vided, further, that no officer shall be mercantile and lumber office work and
references and
entitled to such compensation until accounting. A No.
he shall have passed such examtna- - l,ond. Am not sick, and am employ-tio- n
as shall be prescribed for officers td- - B- J1- - w-- . Care Santa Fe New
of that grade by the secretary of war Mexican.
in conference with the National Mili-j- tia Board.
Clause.
sheet.
Section 2. That, under such rcgula Official Bond, Road Supervisor, 12
lions as the secretary of war in con sheet.
ference with the National Militia
sheet.
Option,
Board shall prescribe, each enlisted
Notice of Protest,
sheet.
man of the organized militia of each!
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
Slate, territory and the District of Co-- sheet.
lumbia shall receive in compensation
sheet
Warranty Deed,
for his services, other than at annual
sheet.
Qu" Claim Deed,
Application for Bounty for Killing
encampments or in case of riot, insur sheet.
i2".i Wild Animals.
rection or invasion, twenty-fivsheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
per cent of the annual rate of pay for
Deed of Trust, full sheet
enlisted men of like grade in the army
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet.
of the United States ns is now or may
Butchers' Bond,
sheet
be hereafter established by law. for
Sheriffs'
t
Report of Li
Monthly
attendance upon
(ISi drills
sheet.
lot equivalent military duty prescribed censes,
Spanish Blanks.
lly statutes or in orders by the commaAuto de Arresio.
nder-in-chief
pliego.
of his state or terriAuto de Prision,
pliego.
tory or the commanding general of
Declaracion Jurada,
pliego.
the District of Columbia, during any
t 4
Certificado de Nombramiei.to,
one year, or a proportionate amount
for attendance upon any number of pliego.
Fianza Oficial,
pliego.
drills or equivalent military duty not
Fianza Oficial y Juramento,
less than twenty (20); provided, no
compensation shall be paid for attend pliego.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz, 12
ance at less than twenty" (20) such
drills or equivalent military duty; pro- pligeo.
Formula de Enumeracion.
pliego
vided, further, that the compensation
vomraio entre los IJirectores y "
provided for herein shall be comput pliego.
as propor - peIltors.
ed and paid
1 onrrato
ue uouioustible,
pi
tioned above; and provided, further,!
pi.
that no compensation hereunder shall j Documento Sin Garantia.
be paid to any enlisted man, except, j Notas Obligaciones, 25c por 5f
Libros Certificados de Bonos,
In the first year of j
his enlistment unless and until he1 Libros de Recibos Supervisors .; ;
shall have made a record score with Caminos, 25c.
Libros dq Rccibo de CapitacioE,
the prescribed weapon of his arm of
en
un Iibro, 25c.
unless
nor
and
thereafter
the service,
de Asesores de Asesami:; 't
until he shall have fired the prescrib- 100Noticia
en un libro, 75c.
ed course or such equivalent as shall
Libros de Eleccion de Direct
;
be prescribed by the secretary of war
de Escuela, 4, 6, y 8 paginas, 20c, ;"- 4Milin conference with the National
y 40c.
itia Board.
Applicacion por Licencia de Ms'r
Section 3. All disbursements under
monio,
pliego.
secthe provisions of the preceding
Certificado de Muerte,
pllei,;
tions shall be made on or before the
Certificado de Nacimento,
pt.V,v.
fifteen days of June and December of
Registracion de Fallecimentos
each year.
Muertes, 25c.
Section 5. Stoppage may be made
Juez de Paz, Repertorio Criminal jr
against the compensation payaoie to jvi $4.
man
hereunder
any officer or enlisted
Prices.
to meet the cost of public property
Each. Per Doz. Per 100.
lost or destroyed by and chargeable to
sheet
$ .25
$1.75
.$ .10
such officer or enlisted man.
.
.10
.35
2.50
sheet
Section 5. All moneys required to full sheet
.10
4.00
.65
meet the disbursements provided for
100 assorted blanks take the 100
in this act shall be payable out of any price.
public moneys in the treasury of the
Size of Blanks.
United States not otherwise approsheet, 7x8
inches.
priated.
sheet, 8
Full sheet, 14x17 inches.
BLANKS
Signs, Card Board.
15c each.
"For Rent"
10c each.
Printed and foi sale by New Mexl "Board"
ean Printing Company, Santa Fe, N. "For Sale"
Mex.
"Lodging"
10W.1;.
25c M?h.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com "For Rent or Sale"
"ilk: each.
"No Smoking"
sheet.
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum "Furnished Rooms for Ligh'
2r?ea."
Housekeeping"
sheet
mons,
."V "f..,
"Board and Lodging"
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
"
pat-!:"Minor's Law"
sheet.
Mortgage Deed,
:. "i
Law"
without
Deed
Insurance
"Livery
tul.
Mortgage
,
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YOU ARE SMOKING

IS BEHIN0
A

YOU

WHEN

GENUINE

Melted His Nerve.

Established

Established
1869
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Aeroplane Note.

Aviators should look down and spectators look up, while everybody should
look out.

,5

To Our Friends.
Welcome shall they be: and all the
honors that can fly throueh us snail
on them settle. Oliver Sheppard.

1

-'

e

Lubricating Notes. ,
Sometimes the word corker Ir a mla.
nomer; the word "uncorker" would to
more appropriate.

n

guar-filtee-

ton-gre-

The pretty girl stood in front of the
Ice cream parlor and read the big red
sign with sparkling eyes.
"James," she coaxed, "I feel as
though I should be treated to three
chocolate
sodas, two plates of Ice
Wilt
cream and a vanlla sundae.
thou?"
And James wilted. He only had one
lone dime in his pocket, and he wilted like a linen collar on a July day.

wajj-Clair-

THIS FACTORY MAKES ONLY
THIS ONE BRAND
That's oie reaoa why thy are
al male so gooa.
NO OTHER CIGARS IN THE
WORLD JUST LIKE THEM.
AT ALL GOOD

STORES

H. B. CARTWRIGHT

SIZES
& BRO.

Distributer for Santa Fe.
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GHOCE11Y ANTD BAKERY
CONCORD
TOKAYS

CORNiCHON'S
BLACK MALOVIS

OYSTERS ALWAYS
FISH EVERY FRIDAY
FRUITS, VEGETABLES,
HOME DRESSED POULTRY.
PIOUS

F. ANDREWS

82. 4.
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states senatorfrom that state
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in wasnington, for the enabling act.pelled to obey. Doesn't she want to
provides for the classification of the know where her tax mnnpv poor' Hnw
lands, their advertisement .and their her children shall be
educated? How
disposal at public sale." The speaker
shall dispose of her property?
Upn n.IS. IaT0
What kind of roads she must ride
T,
con-eT
7h
land wh
he

(Continued From Page One

Your Last Cnance ,0 see that In
dian .Girls love at the
tonight.
20 per
tUrnay
0n
m,1Imery- - MrS-.jMjama.
We Will Keep You Laughing wita
the Count That Counted, at the Elks'
tonight.
Good Home Cooking at the Coffee
Kitchen, Lincoln and Palace avenues.
Please order in advance. Phone Black
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GREAT DEBATE ON INITIATIVE

From Page 2.)

M.

"."lea

red

on trial

overcampaign

Z ZXa "

JtollVJr"11

1
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..... 01.
Jt "uuon
culminating )
tnat
?
hnriv TnocHov
mi.- me atssemuiy wag especially elected for the purpose of
e
vising the constitution, v
lists were scheduled to h.
vemberSSth.
EyC ViBW f Greece"
Greece Is a kingdom of
wnifh has not been very much Europe
in the
iimengnt politically since the war
with Turkey. Its government is a constitutional monarchy, established in
George, the second son of King
Christian of Denmark, ascended the
throne in 18(53. The government of
Greece is carried on by a
and
a single chamber of 25 ministry
paid deputies,
elected by manhood suffrage.
The
country was divided in 1S99 into 26
monarchies or provinces.
The able bodied men of Greece
have to serve two years in the active
army, ten in the reserve and 18 in the
national guard reserve.
The peace
footing is only 22,000 men and war
.
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the1 W?te..
Murray'
tor a felony, and saved from a felon's 'it difficult to return to hl
airman, and
ask that justice be given women in
strines by a merciful God removina initiative and referendum
Tfn Raid
him in death. The county boss is in .finally, however, that these will not ber
oic. ivaion itange.
politics as a business for his private resorted to as soon as legislatures
"Tnat dainty page in the Arizona
gain and profit, trading and selling al;tl ty councils respond to the pop- - constitutional
convention who wears
office for his own selfish advantage. ular wi that they were in the jn.j
From what source is this danger toiterests of morality. "For God's sake fropks and a limpled chin has more
to io than ad the other pages
respond to the rise of popular opinion i
government,. from im. in
132. I. M. Astler.
representative
.
Everv blessed mpmhor or
i. combined.
11. v
r.r itfi
......
mense
we,UOoUU
sewsn
weann, irom
Elks' Dance
political lone hour and fifteen
the convention is said to be constantMonday Night Get
was!
and
minutes
your fancy dress or sheet and pillow- time servants, or from the common
ly striving to attract the attention of
e minority
case ready as the Elks' are certainly people? We, the minority, are proud ;a'''""u
Romero was making a that particular page." El Paso Times.
Margaruo
o
nf
rm.iH
n,,r
Wo,,..,,
to
have a great time Hallowgoing
powerful address in Spanish as the Is the page in question a her or a
the great Republican senators from Xew
e'en.
him? You do not disclose sufficient
Mexican went to press.
Trains Over Two Hours Late San- Oregon, from Iowa, and with the great
particulars to found a conclusive verta Fe trains Xos. 3 from the east and Democratic senators from Oregon,
dict upon, but your manner indicates
No. 10 from the south and west, ar--j with the late Republican Senator l)ol
that the public servant specified is a
rived two hours late this afternoon.
peach, a sort of persicum de femme.
CONVENTION
SPARKS.
If You are in the Market for Flour,
He quoted Dolliver at length against E
If so, how did she get into the Ari- tooting 82,000.
zona convention? How did she risk
hay, grain, potatoes, salt, or seeds of special interests and combinations of SawpyiffjgtSMBMWWl
The Religion.
The large majority of the population
any kind, either wholesale or retail, wealth, and appealed for
The students of St. Michael's Col being spurred by the restless delewe advise you to read the ad for Leo ship in the warfare upon the insidious
in cowboy regalia? And if ev- - nearly two millions, are members of
lege and some of the public school pu- - gates
the national branch of the Orthodox
Hersch, the exclusive grain mer-- J enemies of the nation. "You may pun
occupied the gallery today at the
me in the attitude of defending my
Greek church which is in nominal subchant.
convention
consider the minor matter of a state jection to the patriarch at Constanti-ropl- e
All the New Things In Dress Goods, client after he has been sentenced to
"The Democrats want two days time
death in a secret session." he said,
cnh,(im
Dallas
News.
but practically is administered
"As
silks, trimmings and ready made suits
I am proud of the cause
its
repreby
synod and the metropolitan of
is callerd partciular attention to in the "but
a Dem- - for
sent."
V?
information, the Times will state Athens.
T'
advertisement in this issue for Adolph
makes
and
he
enough
long
that the page referred to ,B repregent.
Education.
"Inseparable Twin."
more converts against him than can ed
Seligman Drg Goods Company and we
t0 be JllBt about aa dalnt a wt of
The
took up the challenge uc
education is free and is
Elementary
...
-aadvise those interested in wearing ap- that thespeaker
uiuer way.
u,u
S
as there j8 in the whole ter. compulsory from five to twelve. Teen-nica- l
ay
initiative and referendum are
parel to read the ad.
unconstitutional. It is the "mob" gas optic.
she annexed a po.
ri(ory of Arizonaand professional education is
Tickets Are Now on Sale at each of that elected every one of you. and it
sition in the Arizona constitutional supplied by the university, the polyout
con-;
in
turned
rull
Society
the
at
the drug stores and Butt's confection- is the "mob" that can be trusted with
convention by appearing upon the technic, and the industrial academy,
stitutional convention today and the scpne and making
ery store, for the Elks' dance to be this power and which it is now
a demand for the all in Athens, the university has 51
at the Armory on Monday night, serting east, west, north and south. seats in the rear and to the sides of piace on the ground that she needed professors and 3,000 students of whom
She avoided the spurs, about
f
Big Shipments of Sheep B. F. Pan- - The initiative is the inseparable twin the Hall of Representatives were the money.
read law. It might be
key and Levi A. Hughes' sent 10.000 of the referendum and it has not been crowded with ladies at both forenoon and has made good in the discharge added that nearly all the students
and
afternoon sessions.
of her official duties.
Mr. Pan- declared unconstitutional in the states
Her presence follow the curious custom of smoking
sheep to Kansas yesterday.
instead of being a detriment is an in- - cigarettes in the class room while
key shipped over half of this number which have adopted it. It is the pur-this ranch in Kansas and Mr. pose ot the initiative to prevent the
The Republican majority has modi-- : centive to the constitution makers to waiting the arrival of the professor
Hughes sent his sheep to Kansas negative misuse of the power of the fled its stand on the referendum prop-'- ; Set busy, and they are daily submit-ositio- and George Gissing, the. late London
to be embodied novelist, who spent a winter in Greece
City. There is much activity in this legislature bribed by vulgar wealth
which was neither flesh nor! ting many proposals
line and Kansas is glad to get sheep and to compel the placing upon the fowl, and has agreed to a form that is in the state constitution." El Paso studying the educational methods and
t'rom the Sunshine State.
statute books of the law desired by acceptable to the radicals and yet Times.
seeing the sights used to tell amusing
If You Want to Forget Your Trou- - the intelligent, patriotic people
of does not deprive the legislature of
stories of his visit to the university
bles drop into the Elks' tonight and the state. It merely reserves to the its legislative powers. When accept-H. M. Dougherty in withdrawing his and the hurry and scurry to choke
see the Count That Counted,
people the power to propose the lawjing a new principle it should be given minorfy report on the legislative!, cigarettes as the professor entered the
The Lasting Qualities, the Saving which their servants have refused tO& chance without hadicap to prove its this forenoon, mourned tearfully the room. ,
The details of the application v orth.
illness and death of a child that had
of money, and other features of desir- enact.
The Language.
'been strangled in the Republican cau- - Modern Greek, the language spoken
car- of the initiative and referendum are!
ability of Studebaker wagons,
"There is a lot of difference between cus and was being buried today. He today in the streets of Athens is not
riages, harness, etc., as well as their immatenal just so they are effective.,'
movement was struggling early El Paso becoming a part of New Mex-- i named the pallbearers of the initia- strikingly mellifluous if we may be
general line of hardware is called at- This
tention to in the advertisement in this in the Farmers' Alliances, in thef ico and New Mexico becoming a part tfve, beginning with a representative lifive those who have spent some time
El Paso. It may bo appended here! Irom Bernalillo county, and including in that city. Roughly speaking it is
issue of the Santa Fe Hardware and Greenback agitation, in the nomina-jotion of Bryan for the Presidency and as a sort of pot scriptum that let-- representatives
from Otero, Quay said the vowels exceed the consonwe
advise
and
our
Supply Company,
has now been taken up in a second ting greed get the better part of their! Union and Dona Ana counties. He ants by fifty per cent but the language
readers to study the ad.
is
great rebellion by men like Dolliver judgment the New Mexico constitution feared to intrust the child's twin
distinguished" for
A
Modern Knight Errand makes and LaFollette. We believe In equal
decided while claim-- i tor, the referendum, in the company ihe richness of the verb system. This
yesterday
the kind of a night we all enjoy. It's lights to all, workingmen and capital- ing Texas to do the
claiming up ot such a crowd, although it had. not is so rich that many tourists say it
a good knight too. It's at the Elks'.
ists, we welcome corporations here, brown. Consequently they decided to yet been put away with her. His allu-pu- t turns their stomachs.
More Prisoners For Pen Sheriff M. but we do not want them to oppress
in a claim for all that part of El sions caused much laughter and his
Climate.
C. Stewart and his deputy, C.
A. the common people.
Paso lying north of San Antonio j withdrawal of the report signed by Greece has cool summer winds that
Jones, of Eddy county, brought the
"It is absolutely necessary to have street. With Mexico claiming all south himself and C. R. Brice was applauded. steep the climate healthy and the
nine prisoners recently sentenced by control of the corporations. We have of Seventh street, New Mexico all
mountains screen off the winter cold,
Chief Justice Pope to the penitentiary had not the best of government in north of San Antonio street and La GREECE IN THROES
but malaria infests all the marsh land
OF A REVOLUTION? and the sudden
yesterday. Sheriff Herbert J. Mc- - New Mexico, we have had legislatures Prieta grant all in between. El Paso
changes of temperaGrath, of Grant county, also brought in New Mexico that have passed laws seems not to have a foot of ground
ture involve dangerous chills in wintwo prisoners. They are James Silver, that some power ought to have had left to stand upon. Claiming, how- j Berlin Thikns Monarchy is Emulating ter and
Still, many people
spring.
for discharging a deadly weapon nine the right to correct. Where shall we. ever, Is one thing and getting quite)
Portugal's Example No Telerave about the climate of Greece almonths to two years, and Jesus Lopez, appeal, when Congress no longer has another." El Paso Times.
most as much as they do about the
graphic Communication.
assault with intent to murder, two to 'he right to review our laws?
Grecian sunsets.
four years.
Berlin, Oct. 27. There is a persistuugiu e uuu to nave mai
..The
was receiv- correct our wrongs. Where can wee(1 tMs foH0wIng binquiry
ent
rumor here in financial circles
PERSONAL MENTION.
Wilson
President
Elks' Dance Monday Night at the to
morjin
more appropriately lodge this power
a revolution has broken out in
that,
one
costumes
to he worn at
circuIar
(n
nge
Armory The
the capital of Greece. TeleDr. Nelson Brayton of Phoenix, Ari
the dance Monday night, will not be than in the hands of the sovereigns.
ln "6
leadlng Athens,
the enlightened, the
T pu?Ud,
graphic inquiries sent to Athens this zona, arrived here this afternoon trom
limited to sheets and pillow cases. All the educated,
was
The
afternoon have elicited no response. Indianapolis, having motored all the
those who have fancy dress and masks moral people of this commonwealth?"
The shaker referred to the sale enclosed upon a card Signed by a It is believed that even at this mo- way
with a chauffeur at his side. Dr.
will be admitted with pleasure.
and leasing of the school lands of New woman, who was eviuenuy a BUCKier ment the entire kingdom of Greece Brayton looked cold and tired when
woof
for
the
'untrammeled
rights
may be in the throes of a revolution he reached the city and he said that
charged New Mexico legHoarsness in a child subject to Mexico and
islatures with violating their trust in men.
similar to that which recently was he had
through a blizzard in
croup is a sure indication of the apfor the sale of these lands, '"Dear Sir:
witnessed in Portugal, resulting in the Colorado.passed
He expressed much interIf Chamber providing
proach of the disease.
"
'I read your letter about New Mex- formation of a republic and the fleewithout advertising it for sale, with- est in the constitutional convention
lain's Cough Reme'y is given at once out aakine for bids, without cl'assifv ico
advantages. What benefit have ing to other shores of the defunct and as soon as he had a morsel to
or even after the croupy cough has ap- more
some
women
of it in tracts of
derived from statehood there? monarchy's rulers.
ing it, and
eat rushed up to the capitol to hear
peared, it will prevent the attack, than !nnnn ac
of fine timber lands She is still classed with idiots and
Bad Feeling in Athens.
ihe
debate on initiative and referen-d'imno
contains
poison, bold by all drug- to one concern.
convicts here and thought unfit to
been much
There
has
in
He will spend the day here and
glsts- "Some one must have heard of this vote for or against laws she is com- - Athens recently against the assembly, leave tomorrow for Arizona.
j
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IF YOU WANT THE

Delicious Hot

Most

Chocolate

OBTAINABLE IN THE CITY

-

GoT,

m REXALL

STORE

IS NONE TOO

FISCHER DRUG
THE

REXAlL

STORE

j

one-hal-

Where Only Groote's Dutch
Chocolate is Served
THE BEST

n

GOOD

COMPANY
THE

REXALL STORE

j

i

o

j
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'

MENS

IE
For Street or

BOYS
G RLS

1

LADItS

s

j

Evening wear

For School and House wear

j

THE BEST SHOES FOR
THE BEST COMFORT
AND THE BE5T WEAR

All Prices

JOHN PFLEUGER
Shoe Specialist

248. San Francisco St.

Tuberculosis Conquered
WRITE for TESTIMONIALS

of PROMINENT

PEOPLE

FREE BOOKLET and WHf

NATURE'S CREATION SAVES CONSUMPTIVES
L. M. HOFFMAN, General Sales Agent, Albuquerque, N. M.
3
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OU need the service we
render in the matter of
goid clothes It's a service
nobody else can render yoxsj
because nobody else has

'

HART SCHAFFNER & M4RX
clothes in this town, and; we
think nobody else has quite
the same idea we have about
the proper functions of a
clothing store.
Our idea isto see that our
customers get exactly what
they ought to have; if you
come here we'll try to show
you what will be really
best for you; the color, style,
the weave, the model that
is best suited to your tpecial
case. We'll try not to think
we know more about what

Hart Schaffner
Copyright Hart Schaffner & Marx

&

you want than you do. But
we do know something about
styles, and best fabrics; and
we can tell if a suit ot overcoat looks right on you; fits

properlv; is becoming to you.
It's just as much to our interest as to ynurs to get you
into the right thing. We
can afford to be disinterested about these things; but
we cant afford to let you go
anywhere ehe for clothes
when W5 know we've got the
best clothes made,
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Suits $20 to $50

Hart Schaffner & Marx Overcoats $18 to
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